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Abstract  
Availability of controlled vocabularies, ontologies, and so on is enabling feature to pro-
vide some added values in terms of knowledge management. Nevertheless, the design, 
maintenance and construction of domain ontologies are a human intensive and time consum-
ing task. The Knowledge Extraction consists of automatic techniques aimed to identify and 
to define relevant concepts and relations of the domain of interest by analyzing structured 
(relational databases, XML) and unstructured (text, documents, images) sources.  
Specifically, methodology for knowledge extraction defined in this research work is 
aimed at enabling automatic ontology/taxonomy construction from existing resources in or-
der to obtain useful information. For instance, the experimental results take into account data 
produced with Web 2.0 tools (e.g., RSS-Feed, Enterprise Wiki, Corporate Blog, etc.), text 
documents, and so on. Final results of Knowledge Extraction methodology are taxonomies 
or ontologies represented in a machine oriented manner by means of semantic web technolo-
gies, such as: RDFS, OWL and SKOS.  
The resulting knowledge models have been applied to different goals.  
On the one hand, the methodology has been applied in order to extract ontologies and 
taxonomies and to semantically annotate text. On the other hand, the resulting ontologies and 
taxonomies are exploited in order to enhance information retrieval performance and to cate-
gorize incoming data and to provide an easy way to find interesting resources (such as facet-
ed browsing). Specifically, following objectives have been addressed in this research work: 
 Ontology/Taxonomy Extraction: that concerns to automatic extraction of hierar-
chical conceptualizations (i.e., taxonomies) and relations expressed by means 
typical description logic constructs (i.e., ontologies).  
 Information Retrieval: definition of a technique to perform concept-based the re-
trieval of information according to the user queries.  
 Faceted Browsing: in order to automatically provide faceted browsing capabili-
ties according to the categorization of the extracted contents. 
 Semantic Annotation: definition of a text analysis process, aimed to automatically 
annotate subjects and predicates identified.  
The experimental results have been obtained in some application domains: e-learning, en-
terprise human resource management, clinical decision support system.  
Future challenges go in the following directions: investigate approaches to support ontol-
ogy alignment and merging applied to knowledge management.  
Keywords 
Knowledge Extraction, Ontology Extraction, Ontology, OWL, Fuzzy Relational Concept 
Analysis, Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis, Semantic Web, Clinical Decision Support Sys-
tem, Faceted-Browsing, Information Retrieval, Semantic Annotation. 
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Chapter  1 
Wh at th is  th es is  is  a ll abou t? 
The main objective of this research work is to define a methodology for automatic 
Knowledge Extraction (i.e., Ontologies, Taxonomies, Semantic Annotation) by taking into 
account content of collection of web resources. This methodology has been applied to sup-
port activities of ontologies and taxonomies extraction, semantic annotation, information re-
trieval and faceted browsing.  
From the scientific point of view, a distinctive feature of this research work is related the 
definition and the application of a fuzzy mathematical model to hierarchical conceptualize 
text contents. Specifically, Formal Concept Analysis theory and variants (i.e., Fuzzy Formal 
Concept Analysis and Fuzzy Relational Concept Analysis) are exploited for structuring the 
elicited knowledge, viz. concepts and relations embedded in the content of the resources.  
The contributions of this thesis work are: definition of general framework to extract 
knowledge models; application of the general framework to support different research objec-
tives.  
1.1 Objectives  
The general framework defined in this research work is composed of following main 
phases: 
 Natural Language Processing Pipe, that performs bag of words extraction from 
textual input; 
 Content Analyzer, that performs 
o Vectorization that carries out feature set and term weighting of input re-
sources; 
o Concept Data Analysis aimed at extracting concepts hierarchies repre-
sented by means of mathematical model; 
o Concepts Labeling which assigns significant labels to each concept in the 
extracted hierarchy. 
 Semantic Modeling, that accomplishes activities of machine oriented representa-
tion of the extracted concepts schema. 
The framework described has been applied to specific research objectives evaluated in 
different case studies. We distinguish the following research objectives achieved: 
 Ontology/Taxonomy Extraction: the general framework has been applied to au-
tomatically extract hierarchical conceptualizations (i.e., taxonomies) and relations 
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expressed by means typical description logic constructs (i.e., ontologies). The 
main case studies examined were aimed at the conceptualization of content in-






 Information Retrieval: definition of a technique, based on results taken from the 
general framework (i.e., Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis), that addresses the re-
trieval of information in relation to a user query. In the experiments conducted 
the approach has produced good results in terms of Precision and Recall (metrics 
typical of the context of Information Retrieval). In particular, case studies are: a 
search engine of RSS Feed in the context of e-learning, and a medical diagnosis 
system that supports disease discovery starting from symptoms and signs. 
 Facet Browsing: the general framework has been exploited in order to automati-
cally provide faceted browsing capabilities of the extracted resource categories. 
The main case studies examined in this context are: faceted browsing of web re-
sources and User Generated Content (UGC) categorization to support the enter-
prise competency management. 
 Semantic Annotation: the general framework has been extended to introduce 
Fuzzy Relational Concept Analysis technique (Fuzzy RCA) aimed to automatic 
annotation of subjects and predicates identified in it. The case studies examined 
are related to the annotation plain text, but the framework is applicable to other 
types of multimedia resources. 
1.2 State of the art 
In the past years, the World Wide Web has represented the era in which digital content 
explodes via Internet. The terms web knowledge discovery and mining greatly describe the 
old generation of Web activities and leave the scene to the ”Web 2.0” and the successive 
versioning. Semantic technologies enable the concept representation, the knowledge access 
and sharing and then, the inter-communication among heterogeneous web applications. 
Nowadays, ontologies have acquired a strategic value in many fields, such as knowledge 
management, information retrieval, information integration, etc. Specifically, ontologies play 
an important role in supporting automated processes to access information and are at the core 
of new strategies for the development of knowledge-based systems. Nevertheless, ontology 
engineering is human-driven, labor-intensive and time-consuming tasks.  
Last trend emphasizes the role of approaches aimed at automatic learning ontology from 
documents. Many automatic and semi-automatic methods apply text mining and machine 
learning techniques in order to allow ontology extraction. Particularly, many tools have been 
designed for knowledge structuring in specific domains, for instance, through automatic dis-
covery of taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships from domain data. OntoGen [1], On-
toLT [2], OntoLearn [3] and OntoEdit [4] represent well-known tools for knowledge struc-
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turing and ontology engineering activities; ASIUM [5] supports the semantic acquisition of 
knowledge from textual resources and the automatic ontology building. Again, Text2Onto 
[6] is a framework for ontology learning from textual resources, able to automatically create 
ontologies from a corpus of documents within a certain domain.  
Many methodologies and techniques have been reported in the literature regarding ontol-
ogy building [8], [9], [10]; in particular the methodologies presented by Grüninger and Fox 
[10] deal with ontologies using first-order-logic languages, while the method in [9] starts 
from the identification of the ontology goals and the needs for the domain knowledge acqui-
sition. 
Some approaches instead, exploit techniques based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) 
theory for knowledge structuring and ontology building: in [11] a method has been adapted 
to maintain a concept map for the reuse of knowledge. In [12], instead, FCA is used in In-
formation Retrieval applications to improve the search engine capabilities in the que-
ry/answering activities. 
Although the ontologies widely contribute to design the domain knowledge modeling, 
sometimes their expressiveness is not satisfactory to provide a coherent representation of 
imprecise information of the real world. In the real word, customers or end users prefer to 
get messages in linguistic expressions rather than in numeric values. Many research works 
are aimed at defining tolerance to imprecision, uncertainty and vagueness in the process of 
ontology generation. A possible solution to deal with this issue is to use fuzzy techniques to 
relax rigid constraints, managing uncertainty in the relationship and conceptual information.  
Quite a few approaches integrate Formal Concept Analysis and Fuzzy Logic theory for 
ontology-based approaches [13], [14]. Pollandt [15] introduces the L-Fuzzy Context, as an 
attempt to combine fuzzy logic with FCA, where linguistic variables are used to represent 
ambiguities in the context. Because a human support is required to define the linguistic vari-
ables, the approach seems to be not practicable for dealing with large document sets. Moreo-
ver, the fuzzy concept lattice generated from the L-fuzzy context tends to generate a larger 
number of concepts than the traditional one. 
In [16], a framework named FOGA achieves the automatic generation of a fuzzy ontolo-
gy from data. Like the proposed approach, FOGA exploits the FCA theory for building a hi-
erarchy structure of ontology classes, but it uses fuzzy conceptual clustering to cluster formal 
concepts into conceptual clusters. The proposed approach instead, besides building an OWL 
ontology, through the hierarchical structure derived from the FCA theory, achieves a classi-
fication system of the collected resources. Then, the exploration tree allows users to navigate 
across the web resources and retrieve specific data derived from the conceptualization of the 
extracted knowledge.  
An interesting proposal is presented in [17], where the representation of uncertainty is de-
fined by a possibility theory-inspired view of FCA. New operators have been introduced for 
the description of the different possible relations between a set of objects and a set of proper-
ties, leading to consider new Galois connections that give birth to the notion of concept [17]. 
This thesis work exploits fuzzy FCA in order to consider a degree of interrelations (i.e. an 
approximate subsumption) between linked concepts. The fuzzy lattice reveals knowledge-
based, hierarchical dependences among concepts, emphasizing the taxonomic nature of the 
structure. Besides, it naturally provides a classification of collected data. 
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1.3 Thesis Outline 
The thesis work is described according to the following structure. 
Part I: Theoretical Background 
Chapter 2 “Fuzzy Theory: Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis & Fuzzy Relational Concept 
Analysis” – introduces the mathematical model of Formal Concept Analysis. Furthermore, 
this chapter defines fuzzy extension of Formal Concept Analysis and Relational Concept 
Analysis that have been applied in this thesis work in order to manage data uncertainty and 
conceptualization.  
Chapter 3 “Semantic Technologies” – describes the basics of the semantic technologies 
and the semantic web standard exploited in this research work. 
Part II: Methodologies & Applications.  
Chapter 4 “Methodology for Knowledge Extraction” – defines the general framework for 
knowledge extraction. Furthermore, the general framework has been extended and applied in 
order to support specific research objectives.  
Part III: Case Studies. The achieved research objectives have been evaluated in different 
application domains and case studies. 
Chapter 5 “Automatic Faceted Browsing and Ontology-based Retrieval of web re-
sources” – presents the core methodology applied to ontology extraction and automatically 
faceted browsing that supports data organization and visualization and provides a friendly 
navigation model. 
Chapter 6 “Taxonomy Extraction applied to Enterprise Competency Management” – de-
scribes a framework for the dynamic updating of employees’ competencies profiles by ana-
lyzing and monitoring collaborative activities executed through Enterprise 2.0 tools. 
Chapter 7 “Automatic Textual Resources Annotation” – provides a high level design of a 
framework aimed at generating automatic semantic annotation of web resources. Specifical-
ly, the methodology has been applied to the text annotation. 
Chapter 8 “Ontology based information retrieval applied to e-Learning Recommenda-
tions” – presents an approach to enrich personalized e-learning experiences with user gener-
ated content, through a contextualized RSS feeds fruition. 
Chapter 9 “Ontology based information retrieval applied to Disease Diagnosis” – de-
scribes a system aimed at supporting clinical decision making that exploits semantic based 
modeling of medical knowledge base. 
Chapter 10 “Conclusion and Future Work”. 
 
Part I: Th e ore tical Backgrou n d 
 
 
Chapter  2 
Fu zzy Th e ory: Fu zzy Form al Con ce pt An alys is  & 
Fu zzy  Re lation al Con ce pt An alys is  
2.1 Formal Concept Analysis  
Formal Concept analysis (FCA) [18] is a mathematical formalism allowing to derive a 
concept lattice from a formal context K = (G, M, I). FCA has been used for a number of pur-
poses among which knowledge modeling, acquisition, and processing lattice and ontology 
design, information retrieval and data mining. 
In K, G denotes a set of objects, M a set of attributes, and I a binary relation defined on 
the Cartesian product G ×M. In the binary table representing I ⊆ G ×M, the rows correspond 
to objects and the columns to attributes. The use of “object” and “attribute” is indicative be-
cause in many applications it may be useful to choose object-like items as formal objects and 
then choose their features as formal attributes. For instance in the Information Retrieval do-
main, documents could be considered object-like and terms considered attribute-like.  
The context is often represented as a “cross table” (see Figure 1): the rows represent the 
formal objects and the columns are formal attributes; the relations between them are repre-
sented by the crosses. In the proposed approach, incoming resources (e.g., documents, web 
pages, etc.) play the role of objects and features (e.g., keywords, categories, etc.) play the 
role of attributes, in the matrix describing the formal context. For instance, Figure 1 shows 
formal context in terms of keywords and web resources, attributes and objects respectively. 
Definition 1. Formal Concept. Given a context (G, M, I), for  ⊆  , applying a deri-
vation operator,    {         (   )   } and for  ⊆  ,                           
   {         (   )   }. A formal concept is identified with a pair (A, B), 
where  ⊆  ,  ⊆   such that A’ = B and B’ = A. A is called the extent and B is 
called the intent of the concept (A, B). 
Definition 2. Given two concepts c1 = (A1, B1) and c2 = (A2, B2), then c1 is a subcon-
cept of c2 (equivalently, c2 is a superconcept of c1) (     )  (     )    ⊆    
(   ⊆   ). The set of all concepts of a particular context, ordered in this way, 
forms a complete lattice. 
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Figure 1. Formal Concept Analysis 
Figure 1 shows a so-called line diagram of a concept lattice corresponding to the formal 
context in the left side of the figure. A concept lattice is composed by the set of concepts of a 
formal context and the subconcept - superconcept relation between the concepts [18]. The 
nodes represent formal concepts. Formal objects are noted below and formal attributes above 
the nodes which they label (see Figure 1). 
In the Figure 1, each node can be colored in different way, according to its characteristics: 
a half-blue colored node represents a concept with own attributes; a half- black colored node 
instead, outlines the presence of own objects in the concept; finally, a half-white colored 
node can represent a concept with no own objects (if the white colored portion is the half be-
low of the circle) or attributes (if the white half is up on the circle).  
Let us note the names c1, c2, etc. represent the identifier of the concepts. We have intro-
duced them for simplify their reference, but they are not part of the lattice representation. For 
instance, the node labeled with the formal attribute ‘‘series’’ and formal object ‘‘URL_3’’ 
shall be referred to as c2. To retrieve the extension of a formal concept one needs to trace all 
paths which lead down from the node to collect the formal objects. In the example of Figure 
1, the formal objects of c2 are URL_3, URL_2 and URL_5. To retrieve the intension of a 
formal concept one needs to trace all paths which lead up in order to collect all the formal 
attributes. In the example, there is a node above c2 with ‘‘study’’ as formal attributes at-
tached. Thus c2 represents the formal concept with the extension ‘‘URL_3, URL_2, URL_5’’ 
and the intension ‘‘study, series’’. Finally, c2 is a sub-concept of c1. 
The subconcept – superconcept relation is transitive: a concept is subconcept of all the 
concepts which can be reached by traveling upwards from it. If a formal concept has a for-
mal attribute then its attributes are inherited by all its subconcepts. This corresponds to the 
notion of ‘‘inheritance’’. In fact, the lattice can also support multiple inheritances. 
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2.2 Fuzzy Set Theory 
In this section, we review some fundamental knowledge of fuzzy theory [19]. 
In order to support the definition of Fuzzy Set, let us consider ordinary Crisp Set. It is 
represented by the characteristic function that assumes value into two-element set {   }. 
Formally, the traditional deterministic set in a universe U can be represented by the charac-
teristic function    mapping U into two-element set {   }, namely for     
  ( )           
  ( )           
On the other hand, the Fuzzy Set is characterized by a membership function which as-
signs to each object value in the range [0, 1]. More formally: 
Definition 3.  Fuzzy Set. A fuzzy set A on a domain U, is defined by a membership 
function   , mapping U  into a closed unit interval [0.1], where for      
  ( )  [   ]  
more nearer to 1 the value   ( ) is, the higher is the possibility that    .  
In particular, Fuzzy Set assigns to each object a grade of membership that is more useful 
to represent ambiguous or imprecise situations. In fact, the most classes of objects in real 
physical world do not have precisely defined criteria of membership. Just to give an exam-
ple, if we consider the class of “numbers which are much greater than 1”, the relations of 
numbers 10 or 100 respect to it are ambiguously evaluable. Again, imprecisely defined clas-
ses, like as  “tall men”, “beautiful women” and so on, do not constitute sets in the usual 
mathematical sense. The Fuzzy Set theory is suitable to model these ambiguous classes.  
Definition 4. Fuzzy Relation represents a degree of presence or absence of associa-
tion, interaction or interconnectedness between the elements of two or more sets. Let 
X and Y be two universes of discourse. A fuzzy relation R(X,Y) is a fuzzy set in the 
product space X × Y, i.e., it is a fuzzy subset of X × Y, and is characterized by the 
membership function   (   )  i.e.,  (   )    {((   )   (   ))   (   )       
  }.  
Definition 5.  Fuzzy Sets Intersection. The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B (de-
noted as    ) with membership functions    and    respectively is defined as the 
minimum of the two individual membership functions. Formally: 
    ( )     (  ( )   ( )). 
The Intersection operation in Fuzzy set theory is the equivalent of the AND operation in 
Boolean algebra. 
Definition 6.  Fuzzy Sets Union The union of two fuzzy sets A and B (denoted as A   
B) with membership functions    and    respectively is defined as the maximum of 
the two individual membership functions. Formally:  
    ( )     (  ( )   ( )) 
The Union operation in Fuzzy set theory is the equivalent of the OR operation in Boolean 
algebra. 
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Definition 7.  Fuzzy Set Cardinality. Let Sf be a fuzzy set on the domain U. The car-
dinality of Sf  is defined as 
|  |  ∑  ( )
   
 
where  ( ) is the membership of x in Sf . 
Definition 8.  Fuzzy Sets Similarity. The similarity between two fuzzy sets A and B is 
defined as 
 (   )  |
   
   
| 
Definition 9. Fuzzy Set Max-min Composition. Let P(X, Y) be a fuzzy relation on X, Y 
and Q(Y, Z) be a fuzzy relation on Y, Z. The max-min composition of P(X, Y) and Q(Y, 
Z), denoted as    , is defined by:  
             (  (   )   (   ))          . 
The max-min composition indicates the strength of relation between the element of X and 
Z. 
2.3 Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis Theory 
Recently, FCA has been exploited in many applications in which uncertain and vague in-
formation occur in the representation of the domain. Pioneer studies to exploit the fuzziness 
into FCA were a generalized Wille’s model [20] of FCA to fuzzy formal contexts or, mainly, 
the extension of the original formal concept analysis by setting truth degree for the proposi-
tions “object x has property y” in fuzzy formal contexts by employing a resituated lattice 
[21], [22], [23]. Degrees are taken from an appropriate scale L of truth degrees. Usually, L is 
valued with real values in [0, 1]. Thus the entries of a table describing objects and attributes 
become degrees from L instead of values from {0, 1} as is the case of the basic setting of 
FCA. This extension is known as Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (FFCA). Some definitions 
which incorporate fuzzy logic into Formal Concept Analysis are given [16]. 
Definition 10. A Fuzzy Formal Context is a triple K = (G,M, I = φ(G × M)), where G 
is a set of objects, M is a set of attributes, and I is a fuzzy set on domain G × M. Each 
pair (g, m)  I has a membership value µI(g, m) in [0, 1]. 
The set I = φ(G × M) = {((g, m), µI (g, m)) | g  G, m M µI: G × M  [0, 1] } is a 
fuzzy relation G × M. In literature, a similar definition considers a multi-valued context [18] 
which emphasizes the weight (rather than a membership value) associated to each pair (ob-
ject, attribute).  
Definition 11. Fuzzy Representation of Object. Each object g in a fuzzy formal con-
text K can be represented by a fuzzy set  ( ) as 
 ( )  {(     (  )) (     (  ))   (     (  ))} where {  ,   ,…,   } 
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is the set of attributes in K and   (  ) is the membership associated to attribute mi . 
Φ(g) is called the fuzzy representation of g. 
 
Figure 2. Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis 
Figure 2 shows a fuzzy version of the formal context by means of a cross-table. Accord-
ing to the fuzzy theory, the definition of Fuzzy Formal Concept is given as follows. 
Definition 12. Fuzzy Formal Concept. Given a fuzzy formal context K =(G, M, I) and 
a confidence threshold T , we define A*= {m  M | g  A:   (g, m) ≥ T } for          
A  G and B*= {g  G| m B:   (g, m) ≥ T } for B  M . A fuzzy formal concept 
(or fuzzy concept) Af , of a fuzzy formal context K with a confidence threshold T, is a 
pair (φ(A), B), where A  G,  ( )    {    ( )( )     }, B  M , A*=B and 
B*=A. Each object g has a membership   ( )( ) defined as 
  ( )( )          (   ) 
where   (g, m) is the membership value between object g and attribute m, which is de-
fined in I; Note that if B={} then µg = 1 for every g. A and B are the extent and intent 
of the formal concept (φ(A),B) respectively. 
 
In Figure 2 the fuzzy formal context has a confidence threshold T=0.6 (as said, all the re-
lations between objects and attributes with membership values less than 0.6 are not shown). 
Definition 13. Let (φ(A1), B1) and (φ(A2), B2) be two fuzzy concepts of a fuzzy formal 
context (G, M, I). (φ(A1), B1) is the sub-concept of (φ(A2),B2), denoted as (φ(A1), B1) 
≤ (φ(A2),B2), if and only if φ(A1)  φ(A2) ( B2  B1). Equivalently, (φ(A2), B2) is 
the Super-concept of (φ(A1), B1). 
For instance, let us observe in Figure 2, the concept c5 is a sub-concept of the concepts c2 
and c3. Equivalently the concepts c2 and c3 are super-concepts of the concept c5. 
12 
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Definition 14. A Fuzzy Concept Lattice of a fuzzy formal context K with a confidence 
threshold T is a set F(K) of all fuzzy concepts of K with the partial order ≤ with the 
confidence threshold T. 
The FCA theory proposes a hierarchical model, where the concepts (objects and their at-
tributes) are arranged in a subsumption relations (known as “hyponym-hypernym” or “is-a” 
relationship too).  
The fuzzy formal lattice evidences the membership associated to the objects and the 
class-subclass relationship. More formally: 
Definition 15. The Fuzzy Formal Concept Similarity between concept K1=(φ(A1), B1) 
and its subconcept K2=(φ(A2),B2) is defined as  
 (     )  
  (  )   (  ) 
  (  )   (  ) 
 
where ∩ and U refer intersection and union operators 
3
; on fuzzy sets, respectively. 
As an example, the Fuzzy Formal Concept Similarity computed between the concept      
c2 = {(URL_2, URL_3, URL_5), (series, study)}, and the concept c5 = {(URL_2, URL_5), 
(science, study, series)}, shown in Figure 2, is given as follows:  
 (     )  
 (   {         })  (   {         }) 
 (   {         })  (   {         })  (   {    }) 
      
Comparing two figures, Figure 1 (relative to FCA theory) and Figure 2 (relative to FFCA 
theory), the differences in the modeling of two methods, considering the same sample of ob-
jects (i.e., web resources) is evidenced. In the classical FCA, the matrix representing the 
formal context contains binary values indicating the existence or not of the relation between 
objects and attributes. In the corresponding “fuzzy” table, a cell contains a value in the range 
[0, 1] says if there is a relation and in addition, gives a valuation about the strength of such 
relation.  
Compared to formal lattice, the fuzzy lattice introduces further information about the 
knowledge structuring and relationship, such as the fuzziness enclosed in each ob-
ject/resource and the similarities between fuzzy formal concepts. 
2.4 Fuzzy Relational Concept Analysis 
Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) [24] was introduced as an extended FCA framework 
for extracting formal concepts from sets of individuals described by 'local ' properties and 
links. In this way, a concept is described with standard binary attributes but also with rela-
tional attributes. A relational attribute r link objects from a concept ci, the domain of r, to 
                                                     
 
3
 The fuzzy intersection and union are calculated using t-norm and t-conorm, respectively. The most 
commonly adopted t-norm is the minimum, while the most common t-conorm is the maximum. That 
is, given two fuzzy sets A and B with membership functions µA(x) and µB(x) 
))(),(min()( xxx BABA   and ))(),(max()( xxx BAAUB  
.  
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those of cj, its range. RCA has already been used in a previous work in text mining and on-
tology design [25]. 
In RCA data are organized within a structure called 'relational context family' (RCF). 
RCF comprises a set of contexts Ki = (Gi, Mi, Ii) and a set of binary relations rk⊆ Gi * Gj 
where Gi  and Gj are the object sets of the contexts Ki and Kj , called respectively the domain 
and range of the relation rk. 
RCA uses the mechanism of ‘relational scaling’ which translates domain structures (con-
cept lattices) into binary predicates describing individual subsets. Thus, for a given relation r 
which links formal objects from Ki = (Gi, Mi, Ii) to those from Kj = (Gj, Mj, Ij), new kind of 
attributes, called ‘relational attributes’ are created and denoted by r:c, where c is concept in 
Kj . For a given object g   Gi, relational attribute r : c characterizes the correlation of r(g) 
and the extent of c = (X, Y ).  
Let us consider the relation between bacteria and antibiotics, where the first context is 
given by fuzzy context apposition in Table 1 and the respective lattice is given in Figure 3, 
and the second fuzzy context K3 = (G3, M3, I3) with relative fuzzy lattice is given in Figure 4. 
The relation ResistTo between bacteria and antibiotics is given in Table 2. The application of 
the RCA process based on the concept lattices of Figure 3 and Figure 4 produces the final 
concept lattice shown in Figure 6, where the relations explicitly computed by the RCA pro-
cess are emphasized. 
Table 1. The Fuzzy Concept Lattice resulting from context of Bacteria 
 
 
In more details, in Table 2, “Mycobacterium-S.” is related through ResistTo to Cefotax-
im. Examining the fuzzy lattice of antibiotics on Figure 4, it can be seen that Cefotaxim is in 
the extension of concepts 0, 1, 3, 4 and 6. The relational attributes ResistTo:0, ResistTo:1, 
ResistTo:3, ResistTo:4, and ResistTo:6, are associated to the object Mycobacterium-S. Then, 
a new concept lattice is built according to the extended context. At this point, as new con-
cepts have been built, the lattice construction process is iterated and new relational attributes 
are associated to the bacteria objects whenever possible. If this is the case, the RCA process 
is iterated again. If this is not the case, this means that the fix-point of the RCA process has 
14 
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been reached and that the final concept lattice has been obtained. This final lattice is given 
on Figure 6 (lattice on the left) and the corresponding fuzzy context is given in Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 3. The Fuzzy Concept Lattice resulting from context of Bacteria 
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Figure 6. Final concept lattice obtained using RCA 
 
2.5 Algorithms for Generating Concept Lattices 
In literature several algorithms have been proposed to build a concept Lattice. In [26] a 
survey on possible algorithm is presented.  
In particular, some top-down algorithms that we have analyzed are cited as follow. The 
algorithm of Bordat [27] uses a tree for fast storing and retrieval of concepts. The time com-
plexity of Bordat is O(|G||M|
2
|L|), where |L| is the size of the concept lattice, |G| is the size of 
the object lattice and |M| = is the size of the attribute lattice. Moreover, this algorithm has a 
polynomial delay O(|G||M|
2
). The algorithm proposed by Ganter [28] computes closures for 
only some of subsets of G and uses an efficient canonicity test, which does not address the 
list of generated concepts. It produces the set of all concepts in time O(|G|
2
|M||L|) and has 
polynomial delay O(|G|
2
|M|). The Close by One (CbO) [29] algorithm uses a similar notion 
of canonicity, a similar method for selecting subsets, and an intermediate structure that helps 
to compute closures more efficiently using the generated concepts. Its time complexity is 
O(|G|
2
|M||L|), and its polynomial delay is O(|G|
3
|M|).  
Regarding to a bottom-up algorithm (i.e., to generate the bottom concept and then, for 
each concept that is generated for the first time, generate all its upper neighbors), Lindig [30] 
uses a tree of concepts that allows one to check whether some concept was generated earlier. 
The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|G|
2
|M||L|). Its polynomial delay is O(|G|
2
|M|). 
Due to their incremental nature, the algorithms considered below do not have polynomial 
delay. Nevertheless, they all have cumulative polynomial delay.  
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Nourine proposes an O((|G| + |M|)|G||L|) algorithm for the construction of the lattice using 
a lexicographic tree [31] with edges labeled by attributes and nodes labeled by concepts. 
Note that this algorithm is only half-incremental. First, this algorithm incrementally con-
structs the concept set outputting a tree of concepts; next, it uses this tree to construct the di-
agram graph.  
The algorithm proposed by Norris [32] is essentially an incremental version of the CbO 
algorithm. The original version of the Norris algorithm from [20] does not construct the dia-
gram graph. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(|G|
2
|M||L|).  
The algorithm proposed by Godin [33] has the worst-case time complexity quadratic in 
the number of concepts. This algorithm is based on the use of an efficiently computable hash 
function f (which is actually the cardinality of an intent) defined on the set of concepts.  
Another incremental algorithm is AddIntent [34]; in experimental comparison, AddIntent 
outperformed a selection of other published algorithms for most types of contexts and was 
close to the most efficient algorithm in other cases. The current best estimate for the algo-
rithm’s upper bound complexity to construct a concept lattice L is O(|G|
3
|M|).  
In this research work we have exploit the Linding algorithm and the incremental 
AddIntent algorithm to generate the concept lattice. In particular we have defined and devel-
oped a fuzzy extension of these to support the evaluation of vagueness and uncertainty of da-
ta. Table 3 show the properties of each algorithm on quoted. 
 
Table 3. Properties of algorithms constructing concept lattices 
 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 
Lindig   x x  
Lindig*  x x x x 
AddIntent x   x  
AddIntent* x x  x x 
Nourine x   x  
Norris x     
Godin x     
Bordat   x x  
CbO   x x  





F4 – define a tree structure;





Chapter  3 
Se m an tic  Te chn ologie s  
Semantic technologies are a new paradigm — an approach that deals with the challenges 
of net-centric infrastructure, knowledge work automation, and building systems that know 
what they’re doing. Semantic technologies are functional capabilities that enable both people 
and computers to create, discover, represent, organize, process, manage, reason with, pre-
sent, share and utilize meanings and knowledge to accomplish business, personal, and socie-
tal purposes. Semantic technologies are tools that represent meanings, associations, theories, 
and know-how about the uses of things separately from data and program code. This 
knowledge representation is called ontology, a run-time semantic model of information, de-
fined using constructs for:  
 Concepts – classes, things; 
 Relationships – properties (object and data); 
 Rules – axioms and constraints; 
 Instances of concepts – individuals (data, facts); 
As described in [35], Semantic technologies have emerged as a central theme across a 
broad array of ICT research and development initiatives. Figure 7 visualizes the intersections 
of four major development themes in the semantic wave: networking, content, services, and 
cognition. Content and Cognition are the two theme emphasized in this research thesis. Spe-
cifically, R&D themes include: 
 
Figure 7. The central-role of semantic technologies. 
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 Content — Semantics to make information interoperable, improve search, enable 
content discovery, access, and understanding across organization and system 
boundaries, and improve information lifecycle economics; 
 Cognition — Semantics to make knowledge executable by computer; augment 
capabilities of knowledge workers; enable robust adaptive, autonomic, autono-
mous behaviors; 
 Services — Semantics to enable computers to discover, compose, orchestrate, 
and manage services, and link information and applications in composite applica-
tions; 
 Networking — Semantics to enable computers to configure and manage dynam-
ic, persistent, virtual systems-of-systems across web, grid & P2P. 
In order to connect systems, integrate information and make processes interoperable, the 
first step is to integrate the knowledge about these systems, content sources, and process 
flows. Today, people do this offline, manually. Instead, in the Semantic Web vision both 
people and applications will connect knowledge in real time using automated and semi-
automated methods. Semantically modeled, machine executable knowledge lets us connect 
information about people, events, locations, and times across different content sources and 
application processes. Instead of disparate data and applications on the Web, we get a Web 
of interrelated data and interoperable applications. Recombinant knowledge is represented as 
concepts, relationships and theories that are sharable and language neutral. Semantic tech-
nologies provide the means to unlock knowledge from localized environments, data stores, 
and proprietary formats so that resources can be readily accessed, shared, and combined 
across the Web. Actual limitations of the systems are spurring development of semantic plat-
forms to provide meaning-based, concept-level search, navigation, and integration across 
varied content sources and applications found on PCs and other devices.  
3.1 Semantic Models (Taxonomies and Ontologies) 
The pursuit of data models that can adequately and accurately describe the vast array of 
relationships within an organization, body of information, or other knowledge domain space 
is an ongoing one. The challenge is heightened when trying to arrive at approaches that are 
machine computational, meaning that the models can be used by computers in a determinis-
tic and largely autonomous way. Numerous knowledge representation technologies have 
been devised, some successfully and some not. As a result of these efforts, computer scien-
tists have made significant progress toward finding out the most appropriate manner in 
which to express highly descriptive relationships and logical concepts existing within busi-
ness environments, organizational interactions, and, to a larger extent, everyday society. 
Overcoming the communication gaps resulting from reliance on numerous vocabularies 
remains a challenge. Technical challenges have until recently had to do with overlapping and 
redundant terminological inconsistencies. Without knowing it, business units, individuals, 
and others have expended scarce resources referring to identical elements using different 
terminologies and different relationship models, causing confusion and limiting communica-
tion possibilities. Identifying and reconciling these semantic distinctions is a fundamental 
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reason for using semantic models. Figure 8 displays a spectrum of commonly used semantic 
models. 
This diagram shows a range of models, from models on the lower left with less expres-
sive or “weak” semantics to models on the upper right with increasingly more expressive or 
“strong” semantics. In general, the progression from the lower left to the upper right also in-
dicates an increase in the amount of structure that a model exhibits. Included in the diagram 
are models and languages such as the relational database model and XML on the lower left. 
These models are followed by XML Schema, Entity-Relation models, XTM (the XML Topic 
Map standard), RDF/S (Resource Description Framework/Schema), UML (Unified Model-
ing Language), OWL (Web Ontology Language), and up to First Order Logic (the Predicate 
Calculus), and higher. In truth, the spectrum extends beyond modal logic but any such dis-
cussion is still largely theoretical as well as outside the scope of this document. 
One of the simplest forms of semantic model is a taxonomy. A taxonomy might be 
thought of as a way of categorizing or classifying information within a reasonably well-
defined associative structure. The form of association between two items is inherent in the 
structure and in the connections between items. A taxonomy captures the fact that connec-
tions between terms exist but does not define their nature. All the relationships become hier-
archical “parent-child” links. Sometimes this hierarchical structure is called a “tree,” with the 
root at the top and branching downward. In hierarchies, there is an ordered connection be-
tween an item and the item or items below it.  
 
Figure 8. Spectrum of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning Capabilities. 
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A thesaurus is a higher order form of semantic model than a taxonomy because its associ-
ations contain additional inherent meaning. In other words, a thesaurus is a taxonomy with 
some additional semantic relations in the form of a controlled vocabulary. The nodes in a 
thesaurus are “terms,” meaning they are words or phrases. These terms have “narrower than” 
or “broader than” relationships to each other. A thesaurus also includes other semantic rela-
tionships between terms, such as synonyms. 
Taxonomies and thesauri are limited in their semantic expressiveness because they offer 
only one dimensional axis on which to define relationships. As such, they are typically used 
to create a classification system, but they fall flat when trying to represent multidimensional 
and/or varied conceptual domains.  
Concepts are the bearers of meaning as opposed to the agents of meaning. They are large-
ly abstract and therefore more complex to model. Concepts and their relationships to other 
concepts, their properties, attributes, and the rules among them cannot be modeled using tax-
onomy. Other more sophisticated forms of models, however, can represent these elements. A 
semantic model in which relationships (associations between items) are explicitly named and 
differentiated is called an ontology. (In Figure 8, both conceptual models and logical theories 
can be considered ontologies, the former a weaker ontology and the latter a stronger ontolo-
gy). Because the relationships are specified, there is no longer a need for a strict structure 
that encompasses or defines the relationships. The model essentially becomes a network of 
connections with each connection having an association independent of any other connec-
tion. Unlike a taxonomy, which is commonly shown as a “tree,” ontology typically takes the 
form of a “graph,” i.e., a network with branches across nodes (representing other relation-
ships) and with some child nodes having links from multiple parents. This connective varia-
bility provides too much flexibility in dealing with concepts, because many conceptual do-
mains cannot be expressed adequately with either a taxonomy or a thesaurus. Too many 
anomalies and contradictions occur, thereby forcing unsustainable compromises. Moreover, 
moving between unlike concepts often requires brittle connective mechanisms that are diffi-
cult to maintain or expand. 
Simple ontologies are mere networks of connections; richer ontologies can include, for 
example, rules and constraints governing these connections. Just as improvements in lan-
guages and approaches to model-based programming increased the ability to move from 
conceptual models to programmatic models without the need for human coding steps, similar 
advancements have taken place within ontological development. Whereas once ontologies 
were created primarily for human consumption, the development of robust protocols for ex-
pressing ontologies along with a growing infrastructure that support such models, provides 
increased capabilities for models to deduce the underlying context and draw logical conclu-
sions based on these associations and rules. 
The current state of the art on representing and using ontologies has grown out of several 
efforts that started in the 1980s. Early semantic systems initially suffered from a lack of 
standards for knowledge representation along with the absence of ubiquitous network infra-
structures. With the advent of the World Wide Web and the acceptance of XML as a de facto 
standard for exchange of information on the Web, ontology efforts have started to converge 
and solidify. RDF, OWL, and Topic Maps (an ISO standard for representing networks of 
concepts to be superimposed on content resources) all use XML for serialization. This results 
in strongly typed representations (with public properties and fields contained in a serial for-
mat), making it easy to store and transport these models over the Web as well as integrate 
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them with other web standards such as Web services. A cautionary note expressed by some 
in the knowledge management community is that there may be a proliferation of competing 
ontologies, which may in turn mean continued friction in achieving seamless sharing of 
structure and meaning across systems. Whereas different ontologies can be aligned for auto-
mated transformation from one model to another, it typically requires a good deal of human 
modeling to get to that point (aligning ontologies of any significant size can be similar to 
aligning large databases, a task that often requires significant planning and effort). These 
knowledge management professionals stress that significant benefits can result from using a 
widely shared foundational ontology, a subject that will be addressed in a later section. 
 
Figure 9. Semantic Web Wedding Cake (From Berners-Lee, XML 2000 Conference). 
3.2 Semantic Web Wedding Cake 
Figure 9 is the Semantic Web layered architecture (Wedding Cake) presented by Tim 
Berners-Lee in 2000. Languages have increasing expressive power are layered on top of the 
other. The bottom layer is Unicode and URI, which form the basis of the architecture. 
Unicode makes people with different languages specify data in the same format. URI helps 
us indicate resources on the Web. 
3.2.1 XML, Namespace, XMLSchema 
The second layer from the bottom in Figure 9 consists of XML [36], namespace, and 
XML Schema. XML is the abbreviation of eXtensible Markup Language. It is a well-defined 
and flexible text format for electronic data publishing. The structure of an XML document 
has to follow the defined standard so that it can be processed by computer automatically. Be-
cause of those characteristics, XML is suitable to be the underlying format for data ex-
change. 
Namespace is used for resolving resources with the same name but in different URLs. 
With namespace, we can use the same name for resources in different documents. In XML 
Schema, there are some built-in datatypes definitions such as string, boolean, decimal, 
datetime, and etc. XML Schema helps us define data in those datatypes instead of just using 
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strings. Therefore, all applications who know XML Schema can understand what we mean in 
a document written in that format. Conventionally, the namespace of XML Schema is named 
xsd, so when we want to represent an integer, we can write it as 
<xsd:integer>100</xsd:integer>. XML Schema provides the basic datatype system of the 
Semantic Web. 
3.2.2 Resource Description Framework (RDF) & RDF-Schema 
The next layer is RDF and RDF Schema. RDF [37] stands for Resource Description 
Framework, which provides a way to describe resources over the Internet. RDF is written in 
XML so that its underlying structure is based on XML syntax and structure. RDF can be 
used for knowledge sharing, resources cataloging and searching, etc. There are two major 
parts in RDF: Resources and Properties. Resources are identified using URIs, which can be a 
person, a book, or anything else. Properties are attributes used to describe a resource. A 
property's value can be a XML schema datatype or another resource. RDF expressions allow 
us to describe some resources by defining its related properties. 
From another point of view, if we parse all contents in an RDF file, we can get the so 
called RDF, which is a set of triples composed of a resource's URI, a property, and a value. 
They are also called a subject, a predicate, and an object. All information in an RDF file can 
be represented as RDF triples. By the way, an RDF file can also be represented as a graph. If 
we set a subject as a node in a graph, and set its predicate as an outgoing edge from it to an-
other node that represents its object, we can construct a graph representing the RDF triples. 
RDF also defined some data structures defined such as collection and container. RDF sup-
ports three type of container. They are rdf:Alt, rdf:Bag, and rdf:Seq. The collection data struc-
ture is also defined in RDF. RDF collection adopts the concept of list so that a collection is 
consist of a set of dummy nodes with first and rest properties to indicate real collection ele-
ments.  
RDF Schema (abbreviated as RDFS) is a schema language of RDF [38]. It is a semantic 
extension of RDF. RDF Schema vocabulary descriptions are written in RDF, so it is also an 
RDF document. 
RDF Schema helps us define the relationships between resources and properties and add 
more semantics to the model described above. RDFS supports defining the class and sub-
classes relationship with the tags rdfs:Class and rdfs:subClassOf. It also supports defining 
domain and range of a property with the tags rdfs:domain and rdfs:range. Subproperties in 
RDF Schema is defined using the rdfs:subPropertyOf tag. RDF Schema can help people 
construct the relationships in a model. 
RDF and RDF Schema provide the basic functionalities for semantic markup. However, 
their expressive power is not enough. The layer on top of them is ontology vocabulary. It 
provides more expressive power. Nowadays, some logics are adopted in this layer of the 
Semantic Web architecture. It is mainly based on Description Logics. 
3.2.3 Ontology & Ontology Web Language 
Ontology is a very important part in Semantic Web. It enables sharing, exchanging, and 
reusing knowledge by formalization of concepts of interest in a specific domain. When we 
want to describe something, we can use the definitions of an ontology to describe it. There-
fore, concepts of the ontology can be used in communicating with each other. By referring to 
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the same ontology, different entities can understand and talk to each other. Ontologies are 
very important in this work research. In this section, we introduce some current languages 
for ontology construction. Standardization of ontology languages has been an important is-
sue in W3C for years. OWL (Web Ontology Language) [39] is their result and is going to 
become the new standard for ontology definition. OWL is a revision of DAML+OIL. There 
are some major modifications such as removing of synonyms for RDF and RDFS classes and 
properties, supporting versioning, renaming of some properties and classes, adding new clas-
ses and properties, and etc. 
OWL has three sublanguages with different expressive power. They are OWL Lite, OWL 
DL, and OWL Full, respectively. OWL Lite supports classification hierarchy and simple 
constraints while having lower complexity, OWL DL is for users who need the maximum 
expressiveness without losing computational completeness, and OWL Full is the sub-
language with the maximum expressiveness and syntax freedom but no computational guar-
antees. OWL DL is an extension of OWL Lite, and OWL Full is an extension of OWL DL. 
So a legal OWL Lite ontology is also a legal OWL DL ontology and a legal OWL DL ontol-
ogy is a legal OWL Full ontology too. 
OWL is based on XML and RDF and all data in an OWL file can be represented as a set 
of RDF triples. An OWL document has four main parts in it. The first part is ontology head-
er. It contains information about namespaces, version, imports, and compatibility with other 
OWL documents. The second part is class axioms. Class and subclass relationship defini-
tions are in this part. The first letter of a class name should be capital. The third part is prop-
erty axioms. Property definitions, which are domain and range, are defined here. The first 
letter of a property name should not be capital. The last part is individual (instance) axioms. 
Individuals of classes defined in the part of class axioms are declared here. By the way, all 
the four parts can be written in any order. 
In OWL, we define classes using the <owl:Class> tag. A class can be subclass of one or 
multiple classes using <owl:subClassOf>. OWL has two built-in basic classes, owl:Thing and 
owl:Nothing, stand for top (everything) and bottom (empty set) respectively. Every user-
defined class is implicitly a subclass of owl:Thing and every individual in OWL is in the set 
of owl:Thing individuals. 
We can also define properties of a class. Like RDF, there are two kinds of properties in 
OWL. The ObjectProperty has points to a class or individual and DatatypeProperty points to 
a primitive datatypes such as integer, decimal, string, etc. These two kinds of property can be 
used to define properties or attributes of a class. We can model most of concepts in a rough 
way by combining the class and property. 
Moreover, we can also define sub-properties of properties, transitive properties, and in-
verse properties of some other properties. For example, we can define ancestor as a transitive 
property, father as a sub-property of parent, child as an inverse property of parent. 
Furthermore, OWL supports sameClassAs and samePropertyAs. They can help us to de-
fine classes or properties having the same content but different name. They are useful to de-
fine one concept with many different names. OWL also provides intersectionOf, comple-
mentOf, and disjointUnionOf, that helps us to form the concepts of models more completely. 
In early 2004, W3C has announced that RDF and OWL are their recommendation for ex-
changing knowledge and representing information on the Web. In the announcement, they 
describe a infrastructure for sharing data on the Web. In the infrastructure, XML provides 
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rules and syntax for structured documents, RDF forms a data framework for the Web, and 
OWL is used to publish and share ontologies. OWL adds more vocabularies for describing 
classes and properties in order to support advanced Web search, knowledge management, 
and software agents. In this research, is followed W3C's recommendation to build ontologies 
and construct knowledge bases. 
3.3 Semantic Web Vocabularies 
This section describes the basic Semantic Web technologies for defining, inference, stor-
ing and querying knowledge. With this insight it is possible to use these technologies to rep-
resent concepts that are relevant to the domain of an e-Research society.  
Dublin Core, SKOS, FOAF, SIOC and RSS all provide conceptualizations for particular 
facets required to represent a sharing content. 
3.3.1 Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI). 
The purpose the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative has been to define standards, vocabular-
ies and practices for metadata [40]. DCMI has an abstract model which builds on the work of 
RDF and RDF Schema. This abstract model breaks down into three separate sub-models: 
Resource Model - Resources can be described by properties that have either a literal or non-
literal value; Description Set Model - a resource may have one or more descriptions that 
make up that resource's description set. Each description may have one or more statements, 
i.e. property-value pairs. The value of the statement may be a literal or a non-literal that 
could either be a vocabulary encoding scheme URI or a URI or string described by a vocabu-
lary encoding scheme; Vocabulary Model - Vocabularies have terms that may be classes, 
properties, vocabulary encoding schemes or syntax encoding schemes, i.e. classes of literals. 
Classes and properties may have sub-classes/sub-properties of each other and properties may 
have domains and ranges that can also be classes. A resource can then be an instance of a 
class or a member of a vocabulary encoding scheme.  
DCMI provides a schema called DCMI Metadata Terms that can be specified as an RDF 
schema [41]. DCMI Metadata Terms reuses the legacy properties from the DCMI Elements 
Set
4
 and defines additional properties and classes. The properties cover standard bibliog-
raphy fields and properties required in the publication process. The classes allow for new in-
stances of non-literal values that some properties require, such as location, license document, 
le format, media type, linguistic system etc. as well as any agents or classes of agent that 
may be involved in the publication process. 
3.3.2 Friend Of A Friend (FOAF)  
The Friend of a Friend (FOAF) project, one of the largest projects in the semantic web 
[42], is a descriptive vocabulary built based on RDF and OWL, for creating a Web of ma-
chine-readable pages for describing people, the links between them and the things they cre-
ate and do [42]. It is accepted as standard vocabulary for representing social networks, and 
many large social networking websites use it to produce Semantic Web profiles for their us-
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ers [43]. FOAF has the potential to become an important tool in managing communities [44], 
and can be very useful to provide assistance to new entrants in a community, to find people 
with similar interests or to gather in a single place, people’s information from several differ-
ent resources, decentralizing the use of a single social network service for example [43]. The 
things described in the web are connect by people. People attend meetings, create docu-
ments, are depicted in photos, have friends, and so on. Consequently, there are a lot of in-
formation that might be said about people and the relations between them and objects (doc-
uments, photos, meeting, etc) [45]. FOAF describes the most common information we usual-
ly want to know about a person and because it is built upon RDF, it also uses some vocabu-
lary from other resources, such as the Dublin Core (DC).  
The base class described in FOAF is the foaf:Agent class. The Agent class describes "the 
things that do stuff" [43] and have foaf:Group, foaf:Person and foaf:Organization as sub-
classes. FOAF describes resources such as foaf:Document, foaf:Image or 
foaf:OnlineAccount and people properties like foaf:name, foaf:title or foaf:mbox (email 
box). 
One important property that should be mentioned is the foaf:knows property. It can be 
used to link two people together [44]. FOAF identifies other people by stating their proper-
ties.  
Nowadays there are already many projects fostering the use of FOAF. Some examples 
can be: 
 Google Social Graph API5: indexes all the public FOAF data in the Web. Social 
Graph utilizes public connections their users have already created in other web 
services. 
 Origo6: a Web-application that enables users to manage their social community 
profiles utilizing semantic technologies. It allows to unite their different profiles 
and to browse through their semantic social network across various platforms, us-
ing the FOAF structure and the RELATIONSHIP ontology
7
 to specify different 
kinds of relationships between users. 
 Flink: a system for the aggregation and visualization of online social networks, 
extracted from a electronic information sources such as web-pages, emails, publi-
cation archives and FOAF profiles [46]. 
3.3.3 Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC)  
The SIOC project (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities), is an ontology for rep-
resenting rich metadata from the Social Web in RDF/OWL, accepted by W3C. It aims to en-
able the integration of online community information (wikis, message boards, weblogs, etc) 
[47]. SIOC aims to meet the needs of communities and users on the evolving Web, as com-
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munity-centric content sites become more prevalent and finding relevant items from these 
communities is now more important than ever [48]. 
As an ontology, SIOC can’t incorporate on it everything that might be important to know 
about communities, about their users and about the contents that users create, otherwise it 
would be too large [49]. Being built over RDF, we can take advantage of other specific de-
scription vocabularies, to complement the domain we want to specify. Being built in a modu-
lar design, we can create additional ontology modules for specializing and further extending 
classes and properties contained within the SIOC core ontology [48]. Currently there are two 
modules defined: 
 SIOC Types Module: to extend sub-classes of classes such as Forum, Post, Item 
or Container [49]. 
 SIOC Services Module: a sioc:Service allows us to indicate that a web service is 
associated with (located on) a sioc:Site or a part of it [49]. 
To make the link between SIOC ontology and specific domain ontologies, SIOC Types 
module uses an rdfs:seeAlso property to point SIOC Types objects to the related vocabular-
ies and classes [48]. There are SIOC exporter tools that can be used to export RDF infor-
mation about the contents and structure of Web 2.0 platforms (wikis, forums, blogs, message 
boards, etc) [50]. This allows information from every page of a site to be represented in 
RDF, making all the information contained there available in a machine readable form and 






There are many classes and properties in SIOC, the main notion is that a sioc:User (indi-
viduals for this class are members of an online community) creates a sioc:Post (individuals 
for this class are messages or articles) that is contained in a sioc:Forum (individuals of this 
class are channels or discussion areas) that is hosted on a sioc:Site (individuals of this class 
are locations of online communities). The sioc:has_creator property relates a post to the user 
who creates it. Another SIOC property of interest is sioc:title defining a property that a par-
ticular discussion post is associated to. The sioc:content and sioc:has_reply (with its inverse 
property sioc:reply_of). The first one is used to report the real content in order to perform 
better search operations. Another property that is useful for prefixed aims is the 
sioc:last_activity_date. This property enables to fix the date and time of the last activity as-
sociated to a SIOC concept instance (e.g. creation of a post).  
SIOC can be also used in synergy with the SCOT Ontology
10
 and the Richard Newman’s 
Ontology given that tags:Tagging instances can be associated with sioc:User instances. So, an 
instance of sioc:Post can be tagged by using the property scot:hasTag with domain sioc:Item 
(note that sioc:Post is a subclass of sioc:Item) and range scot:Tag. Furthermore, SIOC does 
not offer a mechanism to manage rating for published posts. In order to fill the aforemen-
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tioned lack we think to use Review RDF. Review RDF is a domain specific vocabulary used 
to describe the main properties of a review in RDF. The most important properties are 
rev:createdOn, rev:hasReview, rev:maxRating, rev:minRating, rev:rating, rev:reviewer and 
rev:text. Rating is useful to enable to emphasize valued content and improve the reputation 
of employees within the organizations.  
3.3.4 Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) 
SKOS is a vocabulary which is intended to represent Knowledge Organisation Systems 
(KOS) like thesauri, term lists and controlled vocabularies [51]. 
Using the SKOS data model to translate the domain knowledge, we can define each con-
cept as an individual of the skos:Concept class. In this data model, we don’t have "pure" 
classes hierarchy like in an OWL ontology, but we have skos:narrower and skos:broader 
properties, to construct the knowledge structure. For non-hierarchic linking we can use the 
property skos:related. OWL language in its basis already defines the transitive closure of the 
relations between the classes while in the SKOS data model we have to explicitly define it 
by using the relational properties skos:narrowerTransitive and skos:broaderTransitive, to say 
for instance that if <B> is a sub-class of <A> and <C> a sub-class of <B>, <C> is also a sub-
class of A. From a SKOS vocabulary, we can’t make instances of the concepts because they 
are already an instance of the class "skos:Concept" and so cannot be further instantiated. 
A big advantage of SKOS data model is that it can be connected with SIOC ontology 
model, by the property sioc:topic. Since this is a platform with social and collaborative char-
acteristics this is an important aspect because it simplifies the process of integrating socio-
collaborative information with domain knowledge. 
Another interesting aspect is the possibility of defining lexical labels to the concepts: 
skos:prefLabel, skos:altLabel and skos:hiddenLabel. The properties skos:prefLabel and 
skos:altLabel allow us to define a clear meaning for each one of the concepts while the prop-
erty skos:hiddenLabel can be used for example to tag misspelled words of the concept, which 
users usually search for. In SKOS we also have definition (skos:definition) and notes proper-
ties to further describe the concepts. This kind of properties helps in the interoperability is-
sues because they provide a way to better understand each concept. 
3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter synthesizes the semantics technologies to enable computers to discover, 
compose, orchestrate, and manage knowledge. In particular, Semantic Web shared vocabu-
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Chapter  4 
Me th odolog y for Kn ow le dge  Extraction   
Knowledge Extraction concerns with the creation of knowledge from structured (relation-
al databases, XML) and unstructured (text, documents, images) sources. The resulting 
knowledge needs to be in a machine-readable and machine-interpretable format and must 
represent knowledge in a manner that facilitates inferencing. Nowadays, semantic technolo-
gies play a crucial role in order to enable machine oriented knowledge representation. Never-
theless, design and construction of domain knowledge models is a human intensive process 
which requires allocation of huge resources in terms of cost and time.  
This research work defines general framework mainly aimed to extract concepts and rela-
tions by analyzing textual sources. On the other hand, this general framework has been ap-
plied in order to face with different problems of knowledge extraction and discovery, such 
as: ontologies and taxonomy extraction, semantic annotation, information retrieval and fac-
eted browsing.  
This chapter introduces the general framework for knowledge extraction defined in this 
research work (see Section 4.1). Subsequently, application of general framework to specific 
research objectives will be described (see Section 4.2).   
 
Table 4. Input/Output of Knowledge Extraction process. 
Knowledge Extraction Processing Pipe 
Input 
Digital resources of heterogeneous nature: documents and re-
sources from Web, scientific papers, forums, blogs, wikis, etc. 
Output 
Hierarchical conceptualization of resources’ content represented 
by exploiting semantic technologies, such as: RDF11 (Resource 
Description Framework), RDFS12 (RDF Schema), OWL13 (Web On-
tology Language). 
 







 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/  
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Figure 10. Logical View of Overall Process 
 
4.1 Knowledge Extraction: General Framework 
As highlighted in Table 4, the process of knowledge extraction takes into account text 
content of digital resources and extracts a knowledge model represented by means of seman-
tic technologies (e.g., RDF, RDFS, OWL, etc.). 
Figure 10 illustrates the overall process of Methodology for Knowledge Extraction. Es-
sentially, there are three main phases:  
 Natural Language Processing Pipe, aimed at analyzing the content of the input 
resources to extract keywords that characterize the text content. This phase per-
forms natural language processing (e.g., stop-words removal, stemming, lemma-
tization, etc.) by using commonsense external knowledge, i.e. WordNet
14
. The 
output of the NLP phase is the extraction of disambiguated keywords that charac-
terize the content of the resources collection analyzed; 
 Content Analyzer, that consists of: 
o Vectorization, aimed to extract a mathematical representation of the re-
sources examined. The mathematical model extracted is a vector model: 
each resource analyzed is represented by a keywords vector (i.e., extract-
ed from the pipe NLP) weighted according to the resource content. 
o Concept Data Analysis, which implements the technique of data analysis, 
based on Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis returns as output a resources 
conceptualization according to shared characteristics. In particular, the 
mathematical model resulting is an algebraic structure, that is lattice, in 
which the interconnections between concepts denote subsumption rela-
tionships between them. The fuzziness plays a crucial role in determin-
ing: the belonging degree of the resources analyzed to extracted con-
cepts; the subsumption degree of related concepts. 
o Concepts Labeling, performs an automatic labeling of concepts of lattice 
extracted by previous phase.  
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 Semantic Modeling, a functional module that translates the mathematical model 
extracted in the previous phase, in a taxonomy or ontology by formalisms, intro-
duced by the W3C as part of the Semantic Web, such as: RDF, RDFS and OWL.  
The following sections provide a detailed view and an example of the execution of each 
phase illustrated in Figure 10.  
 
 
Figure 11. Knowledge Extraction: NLP Pipe. 
 
4.1.1 Natural Language Processing Pipe 
The process starts by performing NLP Pipe. It consists of analyzing textual information in 
natural language in order to extract and disambiguate terms according to the context where 
them are used. As highlighted in Table 5, final result of NLP Pipe is set of disambiguated 
terms.  
Table 5. Input/Output of NLP Pipe phase. 
Natural Language Processing Pipe 
Input 
Digital resources of heterogeneous nature: documents and re-
sources from Web, scientific papers, forums, blogs, wikis, etc.  
Output 
A set of most relevant terms (i.e., features), their associated 
senses and digital resources in which they appear.  
 
Figure 11 shows a detailed view of NLP Pipe. In particular, Figure 11 highlights activities 
of NLP Pipe (e.g., PoS Tagging and Terms Disambiguation, etc.) that take place during text 
parsing in order to extract the right set of terms in the resource’s content. The text contents 
of resources are processed and lexical dictionary, such as WordNet
15
, are used in order to ac-
complish the activities. In particular for the task of NLP Pipe we consider the following 
steps: 
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 Multi Format Analyser: understanding the format (e.g., PDF, doc, HTML, etc) 
of the input documents and extracting text from them using existing parser librar-
ies (e.g., POI for Microsoft Words, PDFBox for PDF, etc.); 
 Stop-word removal: together with the non-informative words, such as articles, 
prepositions, conjunctions and so on, all words not included in the dictionary 
(i.e., Wordnet) are filtered;  
 Text normalization: the content of resources have words in uppercase and lower 
case which causes difference in handling same word with only difference in case. 
Then the system, normalize the text to lowercase to make it uniform; 
 Part of Speech Tagging: the classification of words into lexical categories (i.e., 
noun, verb, etc.). Some examples of algorithms described in literature are classi-
fied as: 
o rule-based taggers [52], [53] that try to assign a tag to each word in the 
text using a set of hand-written rules;  
o probabilistic approaches [54], [55] that use a training text to choice the 
most probable tag for a word. In this work one of this approach, i.e., Tree 
Tagger [55] have used.   
Example of PoS Tagging output. 
NNP Microsoft NNP Corporation -LRB- (NNP NASDAQ: : NNP MSFT-RRB- ) VBZ is 
DT an JJ American JJ public JJ multinational NN corporation VBN headquartered IN in 
NNP Redmond, , NNP Washington, , NNP USA WDT that VBZ develops, , …. 
 
In this example, tags are assigned to words according to their lexical categories: 
 
Tag Description 
CC Coordinating conjunction 
DT Determiner 
FW Foreign word 
IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction 
JJ Adjective 
NN Noun 
NNP Proper noun 
NNPS Proper noun 
PDT Predeterminer 
PRP Personal pronoun 
PRP$ Possessive pronoun 
RB Adverb 
RBR Adverb, comparative 
VB Verb, base form 
VBD Verb, past tense 
VBZ Verb, 3
rd
 person singular present 
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 Morphological Analysis: it is the identification, analysis and description of the 
structure of morphemes and other units of meaning in a language such as words, 
affixes, parts of speech, intonation/stress, or implied context. The Morphological 
Analysis is composed of Stemming and Lemmatization. Stemming is the process 
for reducing inflected (or sometimes derived) words to their stem, base or root 
form - generally a written word form. Lemmatization is the algorithmic process 
of determining the lemma (i.e. dictionary form) for a given word. Some example 
of algorithms described in literature are: 
o Porter's algorithm published in 1980 [56] and developed into a whole 
stemming framework Snowball [57]. This stemmers apply set of trans-
formation rules to each word, trying to cut off known prefixes or suffix-
es; 
o Lancaster Stemming Algorithm [58] utilises a single table of rules, each 
of which may specify the removal or replacement of an ending. 
o WordNet Lemmatizer16 uses the WordNet Database to lookup lemmas. In 
this research work this algorithm have used. 
Example of stemming output. 
Microsoft Corporation NASDAQ MSFT is an American public multinational corpo-
ration headquartered in Redmond Washington USA that develops manufactures li-
censes and supports a wide range of products and services predominantly related to 
computing through its various product divisions... 
Example of lemmatization output. 
Microsoft Corporation NASDAQ MSFT be an American public multinational corpora-
tion headquarter in Redmond Washington USA that develop manufacture license 
and support a wide range of product and service predominantly relate to compute 
through it various product division... 
 Terms Disambiguation: the activity of automatically assigning the most appro-
priate sense of a polysemous term by analyzing the context in which it is used. 
Terms Disambiguation is useful because different senses of a polysemous term 
can be treated as different terms of the feature set. The Wordnet::SenseRelate
17
 
algorithm has been used in my research thesis to accomplish this step. 
Final output of NLP Pipe is the set of disambiguated terms with associated digital re-
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Table 6. Input/Output of Content Analyzer phase. 
Content Analyzer 
Input A set of most relevant terms (i.e., features), their associated 
senses and digital resources in which they appear. 
Output Labeled concept lattice. 
4.1.2 Content Analyzer 
As highlighted in Table 6, output of the Content Analyzer phase is the hierarchical struc-
ture of concepts in the content of resources. This phase is divided into three steps Vectoriza-
tion, Concept Data Analysis and Concepts Labeling. These steps are described in the follow-
ing subsections.  
Figure 12 shows a detailed view of Content Analyzer activity.  
 
 
Figure 12.Knowledge Extraction: Content Analyzer. 
4.1.2.1 Vectorization 
The Vectorization represents the process of converting incoming resources into a vector-
based model according to the terms (i.e., features) extracted during NLP tasks. The resource 
is represented as a vector of words, where each cell contains the weight associated to a spe-
cific word in a specific resource. This weight is calculated with well known technique of TF-
IDF [59] in order to extract the set of most recurrent keywords appearing in the textual con-
tent of resources. 
Table 7. Input/Output of Vectorization phase. 
Vectorization 
Input A set of most relevant terms (i.e., features), their associated 
senses and digital resources in which they appear. 
Output A term-document matrix containing vectors associated to each 
input resource, in which columns are resources themselves and 
rows are representative features. 
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Specifically, let   {          } be the set of terms extracted by means of NLP 
Pipe. Then, words are enriched by using WordNet synonyms according to the associated 
sense. In particular, the weight associated to each selected word in the content of web re-
sources is computed constructing the set of the synonym dictionary,           (  ), with 
    .  
Let us compute the term-frequency     
 , as the measure of the importance of a term    be-
longing to a synonym dictionary    {               } in the content of the resource 
j: 
     
  
    
 
∑     
  
   
 
where    
  is the number of occurrences of some term       in resource j. 
Then, fixed the set  , let us select the maximum value     
 , among all the terms       
(i=1, … , l) in the resource j: 
   ̂  
           (     
 ) 
where  ̂ is the index of terms    corresponding to maximum value     
 .   
This value is exploited to compute the final value that characterizes the frequency associ-
ated to each synonym dictionary   : 
  ̂       ̂  
  (  ∑     
 
 
   
   ̂
) 
In particular, this sum represents the relevance of the dictionary    with respect to the 
given web resource j. 
Then, given all m dictionaries, let us select the maximum value   ̂   , in the resource j: 
  ̂ ̂           (  ̂   ) 
Finally, according to the augmented normalized term-frequency [60] the final weight as-
sociated to the dictionary    of the word   for the resource j, is: 
           (      ̂     ̂ ̂  ⁄ ) 
At this point, for each web resource j, the associated vector is compound of all the weight 
      , relative to each synonym dictionary    for all the words in the set W (see Figure 13). 
All generated vectors form the matrix which represents the Fuzzy Formal Context. It con-
stitutes the input of data analysis techniques such as fuzzy FCA performed in the next step 
(see Section 4.1.2.2). 
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Figure 13. Filtering of features in the Vectorization phase. 
 
4.1.2.2 Concept Data Analysis 
Concepts Data Analysis means application of techniques of Data Analysis to find con-
cepts and relationships among them by taking into account digital resources and terms in a 
given domain. As highlighted in Table 8, main output of the Concept Data Analysis phase is 
the hierarchical structure of concepts in the content of resources. 
 
Table 8: Input/Output of Concept Data Analysis micro-phase. 
Concepts Data Analysis 
Input 
A term-document matrix containing vectors associated to each in-
put resource, in which columns are resources themselves and 
rows are representative features. 
Output 
A concept lattice representing a mathematical modeling of the ex-
tracted knowledge. 
 
This step takes in input the term-document matrix (that is fuzzy formal context) created in 
the previous step, in which each cell of the matrix is the       value of the feature in respect 
to a specific incoming resource. By considering this term-document matrix, Concept Data 
Analysis (i.e., application of technique of Fuzzy FCA described in sections 2.3) is aimed at 
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arranging digital resources (that are named objects) and features (that are named attributes) 
according to the shared meaning. Intuitively, we are interested in grouping together the max-
imum number of objects that share the same set of attributes, and viceversa.  
Specifically, through formal contexts, they enable the representation of the relationships 
between objects and attributes in a given domain. Formal concepts can be interpreted from 
the concept lattice. The concept lattice represents a mathematical modeling of knowledge 
which is more informative than traditional treelike conceptual structures [61]. In fact, the lat-
tice represents a structure which, with no human mediation, reveals “hidden” information 
about the knowledge structuring and the relationships as well as similarities between formal 
concepts. The resulting lattice is permanently stored in the database after a serialization pro-
cess, which makes easier to consult the structure through an XML-based description. This 
process is crucial to enabling the query processing. 
4.1.2.3 Concepts Labeling  
The Concept Data Analysis process does not produce meaningful labels for the extracted 
concepts. So, this step defines a technique for automatic labeling, as highlighted in Table 9.  
 
Table 9: Input/Output of Concepts Labeling micro-phase. 
Concepts Labeling 
Input 
A concept lattice representing a mathematical modeling of the ex-
tracted knowledge. 
Output 
Labeled concept lattice. 
 
The Concepts Labeling is based on the lattice representation. Specifically, automatic la-
beling of formal concept has been accomplished as follows:  
 Each concept takes the name of the most representative attribute, viz. the label of 
concept is the name of attribute whose membership (in the matrix of the fuzzy 
formal context) is the highest one. If the concept has more than one attributes 
with the same membership, the label is composed by the concatenation of all the 
names of these attributes. 
 During this naming procedure, there might be nodes, or concepts with no own at-
tributes
18
. In this case, a possible solution is to require help to domain expert or 
ontology designer. On the other hand, the process generates automatically a name 
as a concatenation of the label of the proper parents. 
The following pseudo-code gives an idea about how to select the most representative 
name attribute as a candidate label of a concept. Let a concept lattice C be composed of a 
                                                     
 
18
 We refer to own attributes as the attributes of concept that aren’t present in the ancestor concepts. 
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couple (G, M) where G is a set of objects (i.e., the analyzed resource) and M is a set of at-
tributes (i.e., the features extracted by resource). 
 
for each concept C = (G, M) do  
      for each attribute m   M do  
                       (   )  
      end for  
      max  compute maximum among all     
      label(C)  attribute name whose     max 
end for 
 
In other words, according to Definition 12 (see Section 2.3), we compute µm  (dually to 
the definition of µg) and then for all the attributes, we assign, as a label, the attribute name, 
whose membership is the maximum among all µm. 
4.1.3 Semantic Modeling 
By taking into account extracted fuzzy lattice this phase is aimed at representing 
knowledge in a manner machine-understandable in order to allow inferencing.  
 
Table 10: Input/Output of Semantic Modeling phase. 
Semantic Modeling 
Input A concept lattice representing a mathematical modelling of the 
extracted knowledge 
Output Hierarchical conceptualization of resources’ content represented 
by exploiting semantic technologies, such as: RDF, RDFS, OWL, 
SKOS, etc.  
 
As highlighted in Table 10, the output of Semantic Modeling phase is the mapping of the 
concept lattice into an ontology. Since, ontology extraction is the main research objective 
achieved by the specialization of the general framework for knowledge extraction, details 
about Semantic Modeling are given in Section 4.2.1where this phase is instantiated in order 
to carry out OWL ontology. 
4.2 Knowledge Extraction: Research Objectives 
The following subsections describe the objectives that have been addressed in this re-
search work by applying the general framework described above. 
4.2.1 Ontology & Taxonomy Extraction 
The general framework for knowledge extraction has been applied in order to build on-
tologies and taxonomies. Specifically, the defined approach extracts: 
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 hierarchical conceptualizations concerning with taxonomy relations among concepts 
of the lattice; 
 relations and constraints expressed by means typical description logic constructs 
embedded into definition of the ontology’s concepts.  
Figure 14 shows the enabling steps to build an ontology. 
 
Figure 14. Ontology & Taxonomy Extraction Logical View Process 
The mapping process enables us to extract the knowledge embedded in the resources col-
lection, producing the ontology conceptualization and population. In particular, Figure 15 
shows a portion of fuzzy formal context and the relative concepts in the lattice (on the left 
hand); the corresponding generated ontology and population are shown on the right hand.  
The mapping of a concept of the fuzzy lattice to ontology class exploits the “owl:Class” 
construct; instances of these class, i.e. individuals, represent the extent of concepts of the 
fuzzy lattice; the mapping of the intent (i.e. attributes) to ontology properties exploits 
“owl:DatatypeProperty” and “owl: ObjectProperty”. Moreover, each attribute in a concept 
of the lattice is mapped as an ontological class that represents the dictionary of its synonyms. 
The mapping concerns the formal concepts and the super/sub-concept relations, evinced 
into the lattice, as described formally in the following definitions. 
Definition 16. Let K = (φ(A),B) be a fuzzy concept of the fuzzy formal context (G, M, 
I). The function of mapping M on K produces a class C, where the objects of the ex-
tension A  G becomes individuals or instances of the concept C while the attributes 
of the intent B  M describe the properties relative to the class concept C. 
Thus, let C1 and C2 be the classes obtained by the mapping of two fuzzy formal concepts 
K1=(φ(A1), B1) and K2=( φ(A2), B2) of the fuzzy formal context (G, M, I), respectively. Let K1 
be the subconcept of K2 ( i.e., K1 ≤ K2). The function of mapping M on the subsumption rela-
tion K1 ≤ K2 produces a correspondent subclass relation, i.e., C1 is subclass of C2. Equiva-
lently, as K2 is the superconcept of K1, then C2 is a superclass of C1. 
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Figure 15. Ontology Extraction from Fuzzy Formal Analysis 
The building of the ontology is based on the object-attribute relationships of the formal 
context. In the proposed approach, the objects of the fuzzy formal context are web resources 
and attributes are keywords extracted by parsing the content of these resources. According to 
Definition 16, the translation of a fuzzy concept is described by the following mapping steps. 
The mapping of a fuzzy concept in Definition 16 requires the characterization of the class 
and its properties, and then the specification of the related population. Specifically, four 
steps have been defined as follows: 
 Dictionary Mapping: each attribute (i.e., keywords/words/terms) belonging to a 
fuzzy concept, is mapped onto a Synonym Dictionary that represents the set of its 
synonyms. In other words, for each attribute (i.e., study) belonging to a concept, 
we have defined an ontological class that represents the dictionary of synonyms 
(i.e., StudyDictionary). More precisely, we define an abstract class called Dic-
tionary. Its specialization represents an effective class composed of a set of syno-
nyms associated to a specific term. For instance, Figure 16 shows the OWL code 
of the class StudyDictionary associated to the attribute study and composed of 
two other terms “learning” and “work”, besides the term itself “study”. 
 
Figure 16. Dictionary Mapping Step 
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 Property/Relation Mapping: two kinds of OWL properties have been defined 
from mapping the attributes in the concepts of the fuzzy lattice: 
o hasAttribute is an owl:ObjectProperty that enables us to associate each 
attribute (i.e., word) of the intent of a concept of the fuzzy lattice to a 
corresponding object (i.e., resource). The domain of OWL ObjectProper-
ty is the top concept (i.e., Concept_0) and the range is the class Diction-
ary, as shown in Figure 17.  
o hasMembership is an owl:DatatypeProperty that represents the member-
ship values associated to object, according to Definition 12. The domain 
of hasMembership is the top concept (i.e., Concept_0) while the range is 
a float datatype. This property allows us to associate a membership value 
to an actual individual of a class. 
 
Figure 17. Relation Mapping Step 
 Class Mapping: as said, each formal concept of the lattice becomes an ontology 
class. The construct owl:Class describes it. The proposed approach automatically 
produces a class name, identified by a specific progressive number. In Figure 18, 
the OWL code describes Concept_2 (evidenced in the lattice too) which has some 
value from the classes SeriesDictionary and StudyDictionary, for the property ha-
sAttribute. This mapping allows Description Logic (DL) reasoner to infer which 
attributes are associated to a concept and vice versa. In general, this association 
enables DL reasoner to classify new objects (resources) according to their content 
(words). Once the classes are defined, an automatic labeling will be applied on 
the concepts, as detailed in the following sections.  
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Figure 18. Class Mapping Step 
 Individuals Generation: for each web resources in the extent of a concept, an in-
stance of the corresponding ontology class is generated. The individuals of the 
class Concept_2 of Figure 19 are URL_2, URL_3 and URL_5; furthermore they 
have associated two attributes (as evidenced in the lattice in Figure 2): the inher-
ited attribute study and its own attribute series. In particular, the OWL code de-
scribing the individual URL_2 is shown. 
 
 
Figure 19. Individual Mapping Step 
4.2.2 Semantic Annotation 
Semantic Annotation applies the general framework to annotate incoming resources. Ob-
viously, the general framework has been enriched with new phases that are shown in Figure 
20. The process is designed to manage different types of resources (e.g., textual information, 
images, etc.); through a data-driven processing it yields an OWL-based annotation, easily 
adaptable to an ad-hoc built ontology. The real potentiality is the generation of knowledge 
structuring in automatic way, without any compulsory human intervention.  
The approach accomplished by the process can be applied to different information 
sources tuning each component to set up the specific data process, according to specific 
source format and type.  
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Figure 20. Semantic Annotation  Logical View Process 
 
Differentially from the logical view shown in Figure 10, this process adds three new 
phases (in red color in Figure 20) Subject-Predicate-object triples Detection, Context En-
richment and Annotation, each one accomplishes a specific task. Furthermore, the Content 
Analyzer process is adapted in order to perform different analysis on subject, predicate and 
object (i.e., different context/lattice for each one is building) returned from previous step. 
Specifically:  
 Subject-Predicate-object triples Detection. This phase extracts triples with the 
form <subject, predicate, object> from the analysis of the given resource.  De-
pending on the input resource and the type of semantic annotation, ad hoc data 
analysis is proactively set up. For instance, in the case of resources from the geo-
graphic domain, the semantic annotation refers to geographic maps, whose data 
are accessible by RSS-feeds. The Subject-Predicate-object triples Detection ex-
tracts triples from feeds content with the following semantics: <Location(lat, 
long), hasTypeInfo, Info>, that means that a specific location of the map has as-
sociated an information (from an RSS feed) of a certain type. Another example of 
input resources considers web pages. In this case, this module behaves as a usual 
annotation tool. Specifically, if the annotation regards the text content, the Sub-
ject-Predicate-object triples Detection generates triples such as <noun, verb, 
noun>, exploiting natural languages processing techniques. If the annotation re-
fers to links among web pages, the module explores hyperlink among pages to 
generate triple such as <pageX, anchorName, pageY>. Additional details can be 
provided in the instantiation of the process to a specific application domain on 
relative resources. Thus, according to nature of the processed resources, an ad-
hoc component must be designed, in order to generate and gather suitable triples.   
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 Context Enrichment. This phase enrich the context of the input element. Thus, for 
each triple, subject and object are processed in order to generate a context en-
richment of them. They collect additional information from external (on-line) 
sources, in order to augment the meaning (context) of the subjects and objects. 
The context enrichment is an activity which strictly depends on the type of pro-
cessed resources. For instance, let us consider the previous example about geo-
graphic maps, the Context Enrichment adds information about the Location(lat, 
long), such as: the name of the city or country associated to that location.  
 Annotation. This phase generates an ontology which represents a structured se-
mantic annotation of input resources. In particular, it gets all the processed data 
from the analyzers in form of lattices generated by FFCA modeling. Exploiting 
the collected data and structures, this phase accomplishes fuzzy Relational Con-
cept Analysis (described in section 2.4), a model to enhance the conceptual struc-
tures of FCA, with additional relations among concepts. In fact, it generates an 
RCA lattice that reveals also no-hierarchical relationship. After the generation of 
the lattice, a mapping process is set up to transform the lattice into OWL ontolo-
gy. Result is the generation of an ontology which represents a structured semantic 
annotation of input resources.  
The process is applicable to several kinds of resources. Obviously, according to the spe-
cific resource format, some ad-hoc tailored arrangements are necessary for processing the 
resources. The Chapter 7 is devoted to deeply depict the sketched process through all its 
steps by presenting an example framed into an insightful application case study, i.e. automat-
ic semantic text annotation. 
 
4.2.3 Information Retrieval 
The general framework has been applied in order to support Information Retrieval activi-
ty.  
The process of Information Retrieval foresees two main activities: Training and Query 
Processing. Training phase is essentially the general framework with the ontology extraction 
described in Section 4.2.1. Query Processing browse the ontology in order to provide perti-
nent results. In particular, Query Processing re-adapts the standard measures of the precision, 
recall and F-measure [62] to the applicative context. The goal indeed is to get a synthetic 
measure which represents how each resource (i.e., individual belonging to a class) is seman-
tically relevant with respect to a user query. To do this, we use the F-measure which is based 
on a harmonic mean function on the values of precision and recall. This way, a ranked list of 
resources is the result to a given query. 
Specifically, the activities are: 
 Training, that is used to analyze incoming data and to consequently build the on-
tology. 
Figure 21 details the Training component, showing its processing activities. 
Mainly, the process is based on the general framework explained in Section 4.1. 
In particular, there is a pipe of activities: Natural Language Processing Pipe, 
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Content Analyzer and Semantic Modeling. At the end of the process the extracted 
knowledge is stored in the Semantic Data Base. Training is crucial to enable the 
Query Processing process of the next component.  
 Query Processing is the activity that browses the ontology according to the user’s 
query in order to discover relevant results among training data. Figure 22 empha-
sizes the main activities foreseen in this process. The input query is in the form of 
free text or concept based query (e.g., fragment of taxonomy, etc.). Furthermore, 
a confidence threshold is specified in input in order to get the desired precision. 
The Query Processing guarantees a comparative evaluation between the given 
query and the formal concepts of the extracted ontology in order to discover the 
similarity in the meaning between the respective concepts. Specifically, following 
sub tasks are involved:  
o FFCA-based Classification: this task computes the similarity value be-
tween query concepts and ontology concepts. More formally, let us de-
fine: 
–    {              } the whole set of dictionaries (see Section 
4.1.1) defined for each attribute (terms and keywords),    
{              } of a given fuzzy formal context; 
– I = {   ,   , . . . ,   } the whole set of individuals (resources) of a 
given OWL ontology; 
– Ci =(  , Ii) i-th ontology class (where Ii  I represents the indi-
viduals and    Di  D the synonym dictionaries associated to at-
tributes of Ci ); 
–     {              }  a query, i.e. a set of attributes (i.e., 
terms) to search in the lattice. 
Thus, given an ontological class Ci we define a local precision Pi and re-
call Ri  
 
    
|      |
|   |
         
|      |
    
 
where,  
– Aj is a set of all the attributes in the dictionaries associated to the 
attributes of Ci; 
– Pi can be seen as a measure of exactness or fidelity of ontologi-
cal class Ci. It is computed as ratio between the number of rele-
vant attributes of dictionaries in Ci and all the attributes of asso-
ciated to Ci.  
– Ri represents a measure of completeness of ontological class Ci 
and it is given as the number of relevant attributes of dictionar-
ies in Ci divided by the total number of query terms.  
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The intersection is computed by applying Wu & Palmer similarity [63]. 
The F-measure value Fi relative to the class Ci is computed as follows: 
 
      
     
     
 
Final result of this computation is the list of the F-measure values 
   {       } on all the ontological classes in the given ontology, given 
a query. 
o Filtering & Ranking: now, for each individual of ontology,      we 
calculated its own score as follows: 
     (  )  ∑(  (  )    )
 
   
 
where   (  ) represents the membership of resource    mapped in the on-
tology (hasMembership, see Section 4.1.3). This synthetic value repre-
sents how this resource (i.e., individual) is relevant with respect to the 
given query. The result set is composed of    whose      (  ) is greater 
than input confidence threshold.  
 
 
Figure 21. Workflow of Training activity. 
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Figure 23. Faceted Browsing Logical View Process 
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4.2.4 Faceted browsing 
The faceted browsing [64] is an efficient technique for accessing a collection of infor-
mation (or resource content) through filtering of search space. The goal of this data explora-
tion technique is to restrict the search space to a set of relevant resources. Unlike a simple 
traditional hierarchical category scheme, users have the ability to drill down to concepts 
based on multiple dimensions. These dimensions are called facets and represent important 
characteristics of the information units. Each facet has multiple restriction values and the us-
er selects a restriction value to constrain relevant items in the information space. A known 
project, called SWED
19
 exploits the facet navigation; it uses a number of thesauri, ontologies 
and lists to categorize publish and arrange data in its directory web site. The facet based nav-
igation can improve Semantic Web approaches which make Web-based data more accessible 
via the use of Community Portals – i.e. Web-portals that provide customized ‘views’ of in-
formation [65]. Usually, the facets have to be defined by domain knowledge expert and the 
resources have to be manually classified respect to that knowledge model. In this research 
work, the faceted browsing is dynamically carried out according to the content of analyzed 
resources. 
Specifically, Faceted Browsing is strictly related to the general framework (see Section 
4.1) and to the Ontology and Taxonomy Extraction (see Section 4.2.1). In particular, the 
overall process is sketched in Figure 23. The facet-based representation allows exploration 
among concepts and instances. Specifically, the new phase, i.e. Faceted Browsing, phase 
takes as input the OWL representation of the extracted lattice and produces a graphical rep-
resentation, through the multifacet-based GUI.  
Figure 23 provides a sketched overview of the whole process of mapping starting from 
the lattice representation to the ontology tree. The lattice is mapped into an ontology schema 
and relative population, through OWL language, as described above. Then, the OWL ontol-
ogy, represented by a navigation tree, will be the browsable structure in the interface defined. 
Similar to Protegè editor [66], the proposed tree structure enables the multiple inheritances, 
by duplicating the concepts whenever they appear in a path between concepts. This generates 
different views of subsumption paths in the tree.  
Specifically, Figure 24, the mapping process is evidenced for the class in the OWL ontol-
ogy, named Concept_2. Note that Concept_2 is from the mapping of the formal concept c2 
in the lattice; thus it is translated into a concept of the ontology tree. The own individuals of 
Concept_2 appear, by clicking for expanding the relative node in the tree (see , Figure 24). 
Let us note that only resource named URL_3 is a proper object of the Concept_2. Then, 
URL_2 and URL_5 appear in the Concept_5 which is a specialization of the Concept_2.  
Moreover, each node/concept of the ontology tree shows, in squared parenthesis, the 
number of proper individuals, i.e., the instances associated to that concept.  
Let us remark that we use the term “ontology tree” to refer the ontology generated by the 
mapping process even though it is a hierarchy.  
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Chapter  5 
Au tom atic  Face te d Brow sin g an d On tology -base d 
Re trie val of w e b re sou rce s  
This chapter presents an ontology-based retrieval approach that supports data organiza-
tion and visualization and provides a friendly navigation model. This work exploits some of 
the research objectives described in Section 4.2. In particular, the methodologies evaluated 
here are: 
 Ontology and Taxonomy Extraction (see Section 4.2.1), in order to extract formal 
and reusable model for the knowledge representation, which supports advanced que-
ries and visualization procedures; 
 Information Retrieval (see Section 4.2.3), in order to support ontology-based infor-
mation retrieval of web resources according to flexible user query; 
 Faceted Browsing  (see Section 4.2.4), in order to provide an intuitive graphical in-
terface that enable the browsing of the ontology concepts as well as the exploration 
of the relationships and the population;   
In particular, the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1describes the user interface 
for the facet-based ontology exploration. Section 5.2 is devoted to presenting experimental 
results. Finally, conclusions close the chapter. 
5.1 Faceted browsing of web resources 
Due to the lattice-generated ontology, the built ontology tree reveals intrinsic relation-
ships among attributes or objects, through the exploration of concepts and relative popula-
tion. This allows a flexible navigation among its concepts and provides many different crite-
ria to explore and retrieve its data.  
More emphasis to the facet-based navigation is given by a visual query paradigm [68]: 
the user builds gradually a query by exploring the concepts/subconcepts in the ontology tree 
and, selecting a concept, new constraints are added: each action executed on the interface is a 
step for the query construction. Moreover, the user sees intermediate results of query while 
he’s browsing the tree. 
In order to facilitate the exploration and the navigation of an ontology as well as its own 
individuals (i.e. resources), a user-friendly interface has been designed. Figure 25 shows the 
graphical interface of proposed system. It is composed of two main parts: on the left, the la-
beled ontology tree for the exploration and, on the right, a web page which provides details 
about the concept selected in the ontology tree. Once selected a concept on the tree, addi-
tional details about it appear on the right hand. In fact, as shown in Figure 25, by clicking on 
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the concept named “mathematics”, on the tree, on right hand of the interface this concept 
appears with its descendants: all the subconcepts and individuals.  
 
 
Figure 25. Ontology representation through facet-based Web Interface 
 
 The navigation can proceed forward by considering the subconcepts of “mathematics” 
(frame in the foreground, at the bottom of Figure 25, “fourier, series”, “math, modeling” 
and “differential, equation”) and the relative individuals (in the lower frame).  
Note that, in this case study the application domain is the Web thus, the individuals, i.e., 
instances are the URLs of web pages that represent the concept. Thus, in Figure 25 the indi-
viduals of the concept labeled “fourier, series” i.e., some effective web pages are empha-
sized. The frame in foreground, at the bottom of Figure 25 represents a facet of “mathemat-
ics” in the ontology tree. This facet can be interpreted as an implicit query on the system 
which returns all pages related to mathematics; in particular, the system not only returns all 
the related pages, but classifies them according some elicited categories, in this case, three: 
“fourier, series”, “math, modeling” and “differential, equation”. In summary, the ontology 
tree provides a general view of the global structure, i.e., objects and relative individuals; de-
tails about an object appear on the right hand. In particular, clicking on a concept, the first 
sub level of structure is shown in the frame in the foreground, at the bottom of Figure 25, the 
lower frame instead, provides the list of all the involved objects, descendant of the object. 
The synergy between semantic technologies and fuzzy data analysis allows an automatic 
characterization of the subject domain and its categorization with respect to ontology con-
cepts. 
Moreover, the fuzzy FCA based construction of the ontology tree enables the generation 
of a family of ontologies that may have a deep and specialized structure or just a high level 
abstraction conceptualization. In fact, by varying the threshold T, related to fuzzy context 
(see Chapter 2), some relations between objects and attributes are discarded, thus a different 
ontological structure is generated (additional details are given in the following section). This 
scalability is one of the main required properties in facet-based navigation, especially when 
the dataset has a considerable size. 
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Finally, the ontology tree generated by proposed approach can be exploited as a con-
trolled vocabulary. Generally, cataloging or indexing systems (e.g. libraries and product 
catalogues, etc.) use controlled vocabularies, i.e. they index all items using a constrained set 
of terms (e.g. in the Dewy decimal system for classification of books, a book about zoology 
will be classified under the term "Zoological Sciences"). The use of controlled vocabularies 
simplifies the consistency maintenance of the classification and makes it easier to find rele-
vant items. 
5.2 System validation and experimental results 
The approach has been tested on a collection of web resources extracted from OpenLearn 
Project
20
, a public, online accessible repository of learning materials. OpenLearn provides 
course materials from the Open University manually arranged in categories, according to the 
main educational subjects and courses. 
The goal is to automatically elicit a categorization of collected materials, and then to 
evaluate the retrieval performance by comparison with OpenLearn categories. The sample is 
composed of 488 web resources. Let us outline the analysis of the computed ontology which 
can be achieved at two different abstraction levels: on one hand, by analyzing the categoriza-
tion coming from the ontology structuring, generated by the lattice; on the other hand, by 
comparing the meaning of concepts (by the analysis of the enclosed resources and terms) and 




Figure 26. Inheritance Richness tendency by varying the threshold value 
5.2.1  Analysis of the extracted ontology structure 
This framework achieves a fair arrangement of web resources through the extraction of 
the ontology tree, and supports hierarchical exploring and query processing. Specifically, 
two are the main contributions: 
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 A mechanism for automatically generating web resource classification according 
to the conceptualization form the ontology; 
 A tool for querying the tree in a hierarchical or free-form manner. 
Literature is rich of many methods that extract ontologies but do not annotate the content 
during the process of ontology extraction. The proposed approach instead, produces the an-
notation of the resources. By exploiting the Formal Concept Analysis theory, objects are 
grouped by in the concepts of the fuzzy lattice. Each concept is described (i.e., annotated) by 
the attributes associated to the resources in that concept.  
Because the ontology built by fuzzy FCA is a taxonomic structure, it is difficult to com-
pare the proposed framework with other tools for ontology extraction that extract relations 
among concepts. Comparisons with other approaches would be based on the analysis of the 
generated ontology structure in term of resources distribution, class hierarchy depth and 
wideness. 
We exploit the measure of inheritance richness (briefly ir) [67] for the ontology structure 
analysis. The ir is a measure which describes the distribution of information across different 
levels of the inheritance tree or, in other words, the fan-out of parent classes. More formally: 
Definition 17. The inheritance richness (ir) of a ontology schema is defined as the av-
erage number of subclasses per class:  
    
∑    (     )     
   
 
where   (     ) is the set of classes CS that are subclasses of Ci ; H
C 
is a hierarchy of 
classes (H
C
 is a directed, transitive relation   ⊆     which is also called class tax-
onomy) and   is the set of all the classes. 
 
Figure 26 shows the ir measure, according to the nature of the ontology structure. Specif-
ically, Figure 26(a) shows the inheritance richness of the proposed ontology extraction sys-
tem using a resources sample from OpenLearn, by considering different threshold T values. 
Recall the fuzzy extension of the lattice is strictly related to a confidence threshold T (see 
FFCA theory).  
As said, fuzzy FCA allows the building of a family of fuzzy formal lattices by varying the 
threshold T. The lattice structure can change varying T, because some relations can be re-
vealed or pruned, according to the values associated to the entries of the fuzzy formal con-
text.  
Compared with other tools, this model allows a flexible construction of an ontology 
which, by varying the threshold, can provide a high-level conceptualization of the modeling 
domain or a deep specialization making explicit all the relations. For instance, fixing the 
threshold T = 0.5 (Figure 26(a)) means to consider the ontology (lattice) generated by a 
fuzzy formal context whose values associated to the relative matrix are greater or equal 0.5. 
Figure 26(a) emphasizes that the ontology presents quite high values of ir when the threshold 
is smaller than 0.5. A high value of ir characterizes an “horizontal” ontology [67], i.e. an on-
tology with a small number of inheritance levels, where each class has a relatively large 
number of subclasses. This means a general high level representation of content. 
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On the other hand, the ontology with a low ir
 
is considered “vertical”, i.e. it is composed 


















(a) Inheritance Richness = 0.78; (b) Inheritance Richness = 0.32;
...
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Figure 27. Fuzzy contexts with relative generated lattices (by varying a threshold T) and the computed 
inheritance richness (ir) values 
 
 
A more accurate specialization is provided in some path from the concept root to the con-
cept leaf. 
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 are the candidate tools. Let us evidence 
that, for these systems, the evaluation considers a fixed ontology, because no input thresh-
olds exist. In general it is not possible to know a-priori which value of ir is the best one. Fig-
ure 26(b) shows that, with ir ≤ 0.5 and the threshold T ≥ 0.5, the proposed approach gener-
ates a vertical ontology comparable to value computed for TermMine, while similar value 
appear for OntoLT and the proposed approach when T = 0.8. 
Figure 27 shows some sketched views of the lattice by considering two values of thresh-
old T, 0.2 and 0.8 respectively (the relative fuzzy formal contexts computed by discarding 
the values below the given thresholds are shown too). Figure 27 evidences two different on-
tology structures: an horizontal one (with T = 0.2) with a more general conceptualization and 
a vertical, more specialized one (with T = 0.8) where resources left appear distributed in the 
concepts. 
5.2.2  Analysis of the lattice consistency and retrieval performance 
A further analysis of the ontology tree focuses on resources classification and aims at es-
timating its consistency in term of concepts generated by the mapping. The extracted ontolo-
gy is compared with the OpenLearn categories. In this study, we have considered the ontolo-








































































































Figure 28. Example of concepts in the generated ontology and the corresponding OpenLearn categories  
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Figure 28 shows the ontology as a lattice-like structure rather than the navigation tree: 
this visualization allows us to facilitate the comparison with OpenLearn providing clear rep-
resentation of the resources classification. From the analysis of the content of each ontology 
class, we have verified that 86% of whole collection of individuals (i.e., resources) finds a 
coherent classification in OpenLearn; i.e. the same groups of resources are collected together 
to form corresponding OpenLearn category. From this percentage, the 33% of resource ap-
pears in more specific classes. That means the ontology generated by lattice allows a natural 
refinement of classification of resources. Figure 28 sketches an example which shows some 
OpenLearn categories (at high level) and the relative specialization obtained by the proposed 
approach. For instance, the OpenLearn category Mathematics and Statistics appears more 
specialized in the proposed approach. Furthermore, by a comparison with OpenLearn catego-
ries, the remaining 14% of resources appears badly classified: the analysis of them reveals 
some semantic ambiguity in the content, because topics of different categories are gathered 
in a same category.  
Let us evaluate the retrieval effectiveness on generated ontology by applying the infor-
mation retrieval process defined in Section 4.2.3.  
 
 Table 11. Summary of training datasets and queries. 
Domain 
Number of  
Resources 
Number of  
Queries 
Art and History 65  3 
Science and Nature 40  3 
Mathematics and Statistics 37  2 
Education 42  2 
Law 40  2 
IT and Computing 26  1 
Technology 9  1 
Study Skills 16  1 
Society 85  2 
Business and Management 65  2 
Modern Languages 30  1 
Health and Lifestyle 33  1 
Tot. 488 21 
 
 
The retrieval performance of the approach is assessed in terms of precision and recall 
measures, considering the analysis through micro-average of the individual precision-recall 
curves [62]. Let  ̂   {              } be a set of queries, D all the relevant resources in 
  (O) for the given set of queries Q. For each query Qi, we consider λ = 20 steps up to its 
maximum recall value and measure the number of relevant documents retrieved at each step 
λ. 
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Table 11 summarizes all the categories taken into account and the number of the relative 
resources and queries, exploited in the evaluation of the micro-average of the precision and 
the recall. In particular, twenty-one queries are analyzed in this study.  
According to [62] the micro-averaging of recall and precision (at the generic step λ), is 
defined as follows: 
      ∑
|        |
     
                 ∑
|        |
    
   
where     is the set of relevant resources for a given query Qi,    the set of retrieved re-
sources at the step   and      is the set of all relevant resources, retrieved at the step  , for 
the query Qi. 
Figure 29 shows the tendency of the micro-average of recall/precision curve evaluated on 
the collection set, comparing the proposed approach with a known keyword based search en-
gine called Lucene
24
. Precisely, three different ontology hierarchies have been built for dif-
ferent values of inheritance richness (ir). Let us note that the curve ir = 0.3 has associated an 
ontology with a vertical structure; in particular, with values of recall greater than 0.6, the 
precision is higher than the curve ir = 0.7 because the resources are distributed among ontol-
ogy classes through more relations of specialization. On the contrary, in the case of ir = 0.7 
the resources are arranged together, because each class of the ontology is richer of individu-
als (i.e., resources) and poor in the specialization.  
 
Figure 29. Micro-averaging precision/recall by varying the ir values 
 
So, with different ontology hierarchy associated to different ir values, we have observed 
that the systems performance can change in term of data retrieval. The performance of web 
resources retrieval depends on the vertical or horizontal nature of the generated ontology by 
varying ir levels of the generated knowledge structure. 
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In particular, with the curve ir = 0.5, the precision/recall tendency is better than other cas-
es (ir = 0.3, ir = 0.7 and Lucene Search). Furthermore, the curve ir = 0.5 highlights that the 
precision is quite constant, it doesn’t decrease meaningfully when the recall grows. The 
prevalence of this curve emphasizes that the best performances are obtained considering a 
median ir
 
value, i.e. exploiting a right trade-off between the horizontal and vertical struc-
tures. 
5.3 Conclusions 
This chapter presents an approach that starting from the content analysis of a collection of 
web resources extracts ontology by applying methodology described in Section 4.2.1. The 
generated ontology is exploited as a retrieval model, as detailed in Section 4.2.3. Data have 
been clustered, organized, and visualized in different ways to support the user navigation. In 
particular, the methodology defined in Section 4.2.4 has been applied in order to provide 
faceted browsing of the ontology’s individuals (i.e., web resources). 
In brief, the main benefits are summarized as follows: 
 concepts elicitation to support semi-automatically ontology design; 
 automatic conceptualization of the knowledge embedded in web resources; 
 automatic generation of web resource classification according to the conceptual-
ization from the ontology; 
 classification of the analyzed resources maintaining completely separated the 
rough data and semantic information. 
 the fuzzy FCA model, which introduces more flexibility in the relation between 
object and attribute, yields families of lattices, according to the threshold fixed in 
the context description and the weight on the subsumption relation.  
 support to query the tree in a hierarchical or free-form manner. 
 
Chapter  6 
Taxon om y Extraction  applie d to  En te rprise  Com p e -
te n cy Man age m e n t  
In this new era, there has been an increasing development of social networks: nodes and 
links represent participants and their friendships, respectively; users can retrieve information 
from their friends or their friends’ friends by propagating the request in the network. The us-
er is in the center of the communication and sharing network: Flickr, Wikipedia, Del.icio.us, 
or YouTube, are grown thanks to the User Generated Content (briefly, UGC). The roles of 
people have drastically changed: from passive consumers of information to active collabora-
tors, who create and share new content.  
On the other hand, the profound changes in the global business environment, information 
technology and content management are enabling a global change in the e-market. A new 
model of organizations, called the Enterprise 2.0 [70] has opened up new methods for com-
munication and conversations, and has transformed the way that companies share and access 
information, orchestrate resources and create value. It enables a common space for 
knowledge capture and sharing. Unlike information locked-up in email and documents, 
knowledge is easier to find and use when people actually need it, can be up to date, and it 
can be fully searched by all who have access. Enterprise 2.0 implements a multiparty “con-
versation” to share information and manage knowledge inside and outside the organization 
through blogs and wikis, social networking and tagging, rating systems, etc. These tools im-
pose neither preconceived notions nor specific prerequisites: they just represent a common 
mean to link the individuals involved to participate, while they work together, share data and 
create networks of people with similar interests.  
This chapter presents a workflow for manage and update employees’ profiling according 
to the enterprise policy. The system provides a collaborative Enterprise 2.0 environment 
which traces the competencies and the skills of employees matured during their working ac-
tivities through corporate blogs, enterprise wikis, forums etc. An automatic feedback is gen-
erated to support the human resources manager in the profiling revisions or to apply enter-
prise policies.  
This work exploits some of the research objectives described in Section 4.2. In particular, 
the methodologies applied are: 
 Ontology and Taxonomy Extraction (see Section 4.2.1), in order to conceptualize 
UGC in hierarchical manner; 
 Information Retrieval (see Section 4.2.3), that is used to matchmake conceptualized 
UGC and existing enterprise taxonomy; 
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 gives an overview of the competency 
management process, through its advantage and weakness. Successive Section 6.2 deepen 
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the workflow description, providing formal and specific details about each component. Sec-
tion 6.3 provides a functional view of the system, through a sketched idea of an applicative 
scenario. Finally, conclusions close the chapter.   
6.1 Competency Management: Advantages and Limitations 
The Competency Management is considered as a set of processes that aim to identify, 
classify and manage competencies that employees need to perform specific tasks. Compe-
tency Management practical frameworks drive human resource managers to improve the re-
sults of an organization. Ensuring that there is the right person in the right position at the 
right time is one of the possible factors that enable organization processes improvement. Ca-
reer management, recruitment, work assignment and team building are processes that get ad-
vantages from Competency Management. Nowadays, a wide use of Human Resource Man-
agement Systems (HRMSs), like SAP HR Module, is experienced within the organizations. 
These systems classify the competencies that are relevant in a given organization, to link 
them to employees’ profiles and to organizational roles. Competencies are usually grouped 
into behavioral (e.g. communicating effectively, creative problem-solving, etc.) and tech-
nical manner and organized in different level hierarchy. The technical ones are domain-
specific and change according to the mission of the organization in which are defined. 
Furthermore, some complete specifications, covering all human resources management 
aspects, exist. HR-XML
25
. HRXML is a XML schema defined by the HR-XML Consortium 
in order to support standardized and practical exchange of information on competencies 
within a variety of business contexts. HR-XML also provides the properties useful to de-
scribe skills and competencies of each employee. 
HRMSs suffer of (1) difficulty to constantly maintain employees’ profiles up-to-date, (2) 
lack of native support to integration with Learning Management System, (3) lack of semantic 
interoperability useful to exchange competencies information across different cooperating 
organizations and (4) impossibility to exploit new Web 2.0 tools, like blog, wiki and forum, 
to share knowledge in order to retrieve important hidden information about employees. The 
first three issues are detailed in [71]. Conversely, the last issue is the main objective of the 
present work. In particular, the research idea is to exploit the user generated content (from 
wikis, blogs and forums), rating and other information coming from Web 2.0 enterprise tools 
in order to elicit knowledge about how employees use their competencies in order to foster 
enterprise collective knowledge and support or help the work of their colleagues. The elicit-
ed knowledge can be used to support the decision processes (e.g. training plans definition, 
work assignments, and so on) of the Human Resource managers. Suppose that both employ-
ees A and B have the competency X. A wrote twenty good rated blog posts in one year about 
X. Conversely, B wrote two poor rated blog posts in one year about X. The HRM can decide 
to assess the competency X for B but even though it is trivial to assign task that needs com-
petency X to the employee A. Now, there are two main critical aspects to underline. The first 
aspect is how to extract relevant topics from user generated content. The second aspect is 









how to weight these topics and consequently match them with the competencies in the em-
ployees’ profiles. 
6.2 Workflow 
The whole system is shown in Figure 30. The system can be mainly split in four macro-
modules which wrap some specific components aimed to achieving explicit functionalities, 
detailed as follows:  
 UGC Semantic Modeling: this module defines a common semantic ‘wrapper’ to 
represent all the UGC resources coming from different semantic tools into a sim-
ple unique RDF-based structuring format. All the UGC documents ”wear” this 
semantic envelop which makes the processing of content homogeneous.  
 Taxonomy Extraction: the module corresponds to the framework described in 
Section 4.2.1. Specifically, exploits a fuzzy extension of Formal Concept Analy-
sis to elicit and structure the UGCs, in taxonomic way. The output is the genera-
tion of a taxonomy of new concepts elicited from the employees collaboration 
content.  
 Competency-Related Storage: consists of ontologies which deal with the enter-
prise domain profiles, assets, objectives and markets and SKOS taxonomies 
about competencies domain.  
 Information Retrieval: this module corresponds to framework described in Sec-
tion 4.2.3. It provides hints or suggestions to human resources manager about the 
skills and competencies of enterprise employees, grown up in the social network 
activities. Matching terms or concepts represent a kind of recommendation to 
send the HR manager, in order to support about employees’ competencies, in ac-
cordance with inside enterprise policies or strategies.  
The framework, shown in Figure 30, evidences other components whose functionalities 
are not strictly related to the presented framework even though they exploit its outputs. In-
deed, the hints provided by the Information Retrieval module are taken into account to inter-
vene on the enterprise planning about learning strategies as well as organization activities, 
according to the enterprise policies. A human intervention is often required to manage the 
Human Resource Decision Support System (HR DSS).  
6.2.1 UGC Semantic Modeling  
This module produces a unique, uniform format for the all the UGC resources coming 
from Social Web tools on the net. It wraps all different semantic formats used in the social 
activities, into a common representation, a ‘semantic envelop’, which provides a uniform 
structuring for the communication and processing of the data.  
Specifically, the semantic envelop is composed by a selected set of classes and properties, 
coming from main ontologies and schemas exploited to represent resources in Web 2.0 and 
successive versioning. An example of a common wrapped document describing a blog entry 
is given in Listing 1. 
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Figure 30. Workflow 
 
Listing 1. An example of blog model 
<sioc:Post rdf:about=”http://john.com/blog/2010/06/01/Programming-
language-Java/”>  
     <dcterms:title>How to use hash table in Java?</dcterms:title> 
     <dcterms:created>2010-06-01T09:33:30Z</dcterms:created> 
     <sioc:has creator>  
     <sioc:User rdf:about”http://john.com/” rdfs:label=”John”>  
                   <rdfs:seeAlso rdf:resource”.../index.php?sioc type=user&amp;sioc 
id=1”/>  
            </sioc:User>  
     </sioc:has creator> 
     <sioc:content> 
Class Hashtable is found in java.util package and is very useful data structure. 
If used sensibly, it can save time and can produce results efficiently. Hashtable 
class implements Cloneable, Map and Serializable interfaces … 
      </sioc:content>  
      <scot:hasTag rdfs:label=”Programming Language” rdf:resource= 
 ”http://john.com/blog/category/programming-language/”/>  
 




      <scot:hasTag rdfs:label=”Java Tool” rdf:resource=  
 ”http://john.com/blog/category/java-tool/”/>  
      <scot:hasTag rdfs:label=”Hash Table” rdf:resource= 
          ”http://john.com/blog/category/hash-table/”/>  
      <rev:rating> 3.5 </rev:rating>  
</sioc:Post/>   
 
All the UGC-based resources processed by UGC Semantic Modeling are then locally 
stored and indexed, as shown in Figure 31.  
6.2.2 Taxonomy Extraction 
This module acquires the relevant data (wrapped in the UGC Semantic Modeling) and 
translates them into a digest form (i.e. a matrix-based representation), suitable to be mapped 
into the mathematical model. More specifically, the content of the property sioc:content 
which represents the textual content of the document is parsed at linguistic level, through 
preprocessing activities such as POS tagging, lemmatize and stop-word removal.  
In this specific application domain, the model provides a knowledge structuring elicited 
by the documents produced by the employees in the social activities. Final result is a taxon-
omy arrangement of concepts and the subsumption relationships.  As said, the property 
scot:hasTag is exploited to resolve ambiguity in the content of a resource, providing a syn-
thetic description of the resource argumentation. 
Let us observe the other properties in the semantic envelop are consulted to get the identi-
ty of documents’ creators or just to recover/update the rating values when it is required.  
 
Figure 31. Uniform semantic envelop associated to the Web 2.0 resources. 
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6.2.3 Competency-Related storage  
In order to describe how competencies are associated to employees in enterprise human 
resource management systems we have to explain, at a conceptual level, two components 
(Figure 30): Competencies Taxonomy and Employees’ Profiles. First of all, we need to define 
all competencies that are relevant in a specific organization. Typically, this task can be per-
formed by using taxonomies. A novel approach to define domain specific taxonomies is 
based on the use of SKOS. An individual of the skos:Concept class represents a specific 
competency. The hierarchical relation between two competencies can be implemented by us-
ing the skos:narrower property. Listing 2 show how to use SKOS classes and properties to 
define competency taxonomy:  
 
Listing 2. Example of classes and properties to define competency taxonomy 
my:engineering rdf:type skos:Concept;  
        skos:prefLabel "Engineering";  
        skos:narrower my:electricalSystemsEngineering;  
        skos:narrower my:mechanicalSystemsEngineering.  
my:electricalSystemsEngineering rdf:type skos:Concept;  
        skos:prefLabel "Electrical Systems Engineering".  
my:mechanicalSystemsEngineering rdf:type skos:Concept;  
        skos:prefLabel "Mechanical Systems Engineering"; 
...  
 
Now, specific competencies have to be referenced by employees’ profiles in order to as-
sert the exact set of competencies owned by an employee. Other information like the profi-
ciency level related to a specific competency for a given employee is also important. In order 
to define a conceptual representation of employees’ competency profiles we could use some 
upper ontology like ResumeRDF
26
.  
ResumeRDF is an ontology developed in order to express on the Semantic Web the in-
formation contained in a resume, such as business and academic experience, skills, publica-
tions, certifications and so on. For instance, ResumeRDF provides cv:CV, cv:Person and 
cv:Skill that are classes we can use to link employees’ profiles to specific SKOS competency 
taxonomies: 
Listing 3. Example of class to link employees’ profile to specific competency taxonomies 
my:CV_Employee01 rdf:type cv:CV;  
        cv:hasSkill my:ElectricalSystemsEngineering.  
 
my:ElectricalSystemsEngineering rdf:type cv:Skill;  
        skos:related my:electricalSystemsEngineering. 
 ...  
                                                     
 
26
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It’s important to underline that the representation of competency-related storage we have 
provided follows a research trend consisting in modeling competency and in general enter-
prise aspects by using ontologies [72].  
6.2.4 Information Retrieval 
This module is in charge to support decision about enterprise competencies management, 
providing hints or suggestions about the cumulate competencies of each employee. More 
specifically, this module achieves the conceptual matching between the concepts generated 
by the Taxonomy Extraction and the concepts from the Competencies Taxonomy, according 
to the specific Employees’ Profiles in the Competency-Related Storage.  
The goal is to guarantee a correct concept-based matching. The flow starts with Taxono-
my Extraction module. It tracks the updating of the data driven taxonomy, coming from the 
formal lattice; in fact periodically, the formal context is completely re-generated, in accord-
ance with the increasing social and collaborative activities in the enterprise. 
When the Taxonomy Extraction module updates the taxonomy, the Information Retrieval 
module tries to get the matching between the concepts in the SKOS Competencies Taxono-
my and the elicited, data-driven concepts in the lattice structure (see Figure 32). In particular, 
each concept name from the competencies taxonomy is compared to the all attributes names 
in each formal concept in the lattice. Thanks to Wordnet and Wu-Palmer similarity, a meas-




Figure 32. Concept Matching and a list of employees ranked according to their rating-based        com-
petency 
 
Just to give a simple idea of the matching algorithm, let C be a formal concept in the lat-
tice. Recall each formal concept is composed of a subset of object and attributes, according 
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to Definition 12. Thus, let us define A = {a1, ..., an} and O = {O1, ... , Ot} the sets of attributes 
(terms extracted by the selected properties in semantic envelop) and the set of objects (re-
sources) of the Fuzzy Formal Context respectively. Then, let P = {p1, p2,…, pl} be a concept 
of the competency taxonomy. A concept name in the competencies taxonomy could be rep-
resented by a composed linguistic expression (i.e. more than one term: for instance, Sorting 
Algorithm = {Sorting, Algorithm}). 
The similarity between a concept of a taxonomy P and the formal concept C in the lattice, 
represented by sim(P, C) can be expressed by the following equation:  
   (   )   
 
   
∑ ∑      (     )
        
 
where      (     ) is the Wu-Palmer similarity.  
Fixed a concept of the taxonomy Pj, the Information Retrieval module accomplishes the 
computation of the similarity between Pj and each Ci in the lattice L. Let us assume that 
 (   )  {   (    )        }  
Figure 32 shows an example (see Step 1: Concepts Matching): the SKOS concept Sorting 
Algorithm is candidate to match all the concepts of the lattice. Specifically, the SKOS con-
cept matches with the concept sorting, algorithm and programming of the lattice.  
Now, the next step is to get a list of resources whose content is related to the given SKOS 
concept. A simple idea of computation is given in Listing 4:  
Listing 4. Example  
 
Input: concept P from Competency Taxonomy;  
        formal lattice L;  
         fixed threshold    
 
Output: ranked list of object (i.e. resources)  
         select all the Ci in the lattice L s.t. sim(P, Ci)  .  
        for each selected concept Ci = (Ai, Oi)  
               consider the objects      .  
              for each object ok 
                          compute           (    )        (  ) 
                          (where    is given in Definition 3)  
                  rank all objects with respect to their own threshold      
 
 
The algorithm takes as inputs a concept from Competencies Taxonomy, a lattice and a 
threshold which represents the required minimal value similarity. Then it returns a ranked 
list of objects, i.e. some selected web resources of the UGC Semantic Modeling module. Let 
us suppose the threshold, required in the algorithm is fixed to 0.6. Let us observe, looking at 
Figure 32, resources named Blog_2 and Blog_3 (in the lattice representation) are the right 
candidates, whereas Blog 1 is eliminated, due to the fact its similarity value is below the 
threshold   = 0.6.  
 




According to their semantic envelop, these resources are associated to their own creators 
through the property sioc:has_creator. In the given pseudo-code, the term rating(ok) repre-
sents the value associated in the property rev:rating, the social evaluation of user generated 
content. The rating(ok) intervenes in the computation of value     which describes how that 
resources is relevant for the given concept P. At this point, the Information Retrieval module 
can redact the list of employees which is associated to these resources (see Figure 32, Step 2: 
Hints Providing). After a further filtering based on enterprise strategies, coming from Feed-
back Generator, the Information Retrieval module sends the list and related information to 
the human resources manager, which takes it into account, for possible feedback to the em-
ployees’ profiles or just to plan new enterprise strategies of learning and staff organization. 
6.3 Team Building: a sample Scenario  
Enterprise policies and marketing strategies often push the Human Resources Manage-
ment Systems to improve the internal productivity and efficiency, according to the defined 
strategies and plans. Nevertheless, Human Resources Management Systems present some 
weakness in managing and exploiting employees’ competency profiles, as described in Sec-
tion 6.1, Figure 30. In particular, the expertise acquired by the employees during their work 
activities is often hidden in what is commonly called “tacit knowledge”. As the Web 2.0 
grows in enterprise contexts, employees’ tacit knowledge can be found in the unstructured or 
semi-structured data produced by collaborative and social tools. This knowledge is com-
pletely skipped in the updating of employees’ competency profiles. The proposed approach 
aims at introducing this aspect in order to refine the evaluation process of the employees’ 
knowledge background, by exploiting the user generated content (from wikis, blogs, forums, 
etc.) they produced.  
The Figure 32 emphasizes how the system can support this limitation. The ranked list of 
employees is given as suggestion to the Human Resources Decision Support System (see 
Figure 30) in order to improve or combine organizational choices about the selection of hu-
man resources to assign for a specific activity in a planned scenario.  
Just to give an example, let us suppose the HR Manager is defining a team for a project 
on Semantic Search Engines. In particular the HR Manager is looking for a developer with 
the Sorting Algorithm competency for a specific project activity. Both Bob and Janet have 
this competency. The HR Manager has to decide the appropriate candidate to this role. The 
Feedback Generator shown in Figure 30 is in charge to filter the resulting list (Bob and Ja-
net), according to the enterprise policies (in this case, it is needed to select the developer who 
used Sorting Algorithm competency in the best possible way). In the proposed example we 
obtain information about the way employees use their competencies helping their colleague 
by exploiting rating information. Rating is the social evaluation of user generated content. 
The Feedback Generator supports the HR DSS by filtering the results coming from the In-
formation Retrieval module and it returns just Bob. Thus, the HR Manager obtains the ap-
propriate candidate to work on the considered project activity. 
6.4 Conclusion 
Recent trends in Social Web emphasize the role of the Web as a platform for true collabo-
rative activities: users become active collaborators, rather than passive viewers. This new vi-
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sion of the Web, aimed at communicating, sharing knowledge, improves the collaborative 
activities among users as well as their skills and competencies. Enterprises recognize the 
added value provided by the social networks and are investing in the developing of internal 
plans and policies for supporting career and competencies management, exploiting tacit 
competencies coming from collaborative activities, rather than planning traditional learning 
activities. Enterprise 2.0 provides an alternative distributed workforce to share and manage 
knowledge inside and outside the organization through blogs, wikis, social tagging, rating 
systems, etc.  
This chapter introduces a framework for dynamic refinement of user profiling by moni-
toring his competencies acquired during social activities. Refinements in the user profiling 
are driven by analysis of UGC deployed by users in the post and blog activities: a fuzzy ex-
tension of Formal Concept Analysis model supports the elicitation of implicit knowledge and 
the content structuring into a conceptual representation. The resulting hints refine employ-





























Chapter  7 
Au tom atic  Te xtu al Re sou rce s  An n otation  
The promise of the emerging Semantic Web domain is that machine understandable se-
mantics augmenting Web resources facilitate the information discovery and retrieval by 
making use of available semantic annotations and their underlining ontologies.  Semantic 
annotation represents the core of Semantic Web technology: it bridges the gap between lega-
cy non-semantic web resources descriptions to their elicited, formally specified conceptual-
ization, converting syntactic structures into knowledge structures, i.e., ontologies. Most ex-
isting approaches and tools are designed to deal with manual, semi or automatic semantic 
annotation exploiting available ontologies through a pattern-based discovery of concepts.  
Just to emphasize the actual benefits of semantic annotation, Figure 33 shows a simple in-
terface for a geographic application that provides an integrated view of semantics and con-
crete data. It supports the user to find information and services in a specified area. The map 
environment is semantically annotated. That means the user can navigate the concepts in the 
tree structure (see Figure 33, on the right) and automatically the relative information (in-
stances) will appear in the map. So, let us suppose that the user is looking for a hotel that 
provides free Wi-Fi access and if possible satellite television then he will explore the con-
cepts in the tree, in order to discover the concept “hotel” and concepts related to “Wi-Fi” and 
“Sat TV”. The fired concepts (particularly, its combination) will be visible on the map, and 
so the user, will get information about the hotels that better match his request. 
The approach defined in this research work aims at generating automatic semantic anno-
tation of web resources, without any prefixed ontological support: it is the generated annota-
tion that provides concepts and relations, arranged into an ex-novo ontology. It achieves a 
modeling of a high level abstraction framework (described in Section 4.2.2) which can pro-
cess resources from different sources (textual information, images, etc.) and generate an on-
tology-based annotation. Specifically, a data-driven processing reveals data and the intrinsic 
relationship among them (in form of triples), extracted by the resources content. On the basis 
of the discovered semantics, corresponding concepts and properties are modeled; then, 
through an OWL-based coding annotation, an ad-hoc ontology, is built.  
The benefit is the generation of knowledge structuring in automatic way, without any 
compulsory human intervention. The approach relies on the mathematical modeling of Fuzzy 
FCA and Fuzzy RCA (see Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively) which allow the extraction of  
data and relations in form of triples. Particularly, the fuzzy extension of these two theories 
enables a straightforward flexibility to the building of the ontology which describes a “struc-
tured” annotation.  
The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 describes a textual resource 
annotation application. Some experimentations are shown in Section 7.2, 7.3, 7.4. Then, Sec-
tion 0 provides an outlook on main semantic annotation approaches. Conclusion closes the 
chapter. 
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Figure 33. Example of map semantic annotation 
7.1 A context-dependent application: textual resources annotation 
In the domain of textual resources, the framework (described in Section 4.2.2) proposed 
in this research work is instantiated to achieve a textual semantic annotation.  According to 
the overall process described in previous section, this instantiation should generate an ontol-
ogy that reveals the under laying semantics (concepts and relations) of textual resources.  
Figure 34 shows a snapshot of the actual user interface, which evidences how the textual 
information are analyzed and translated into an ontology. 
In particular, at the top-left side of interface you can type your text; at the top-right, sys-
tem shows a tree of elicited ontology; at the bottom-right there is a representation of rela-
tions. Finally, at the bottom-left of interface, there is an area dedicated to parameters setting 
that affect the context enrichment of involved attributes.   
From interface in Figure 34, let us consider the following fragment of text (from Plain 
Text area):  
“Virgil has written Aeneid. Dante Alighieri wrote Divine Comedy. Tolkien was born in 
England. Tom lives in Tokyo.” 
Applying the text parsing (defined in Section 4.2.2) to given sentences, following triples 
<subject, predicate, object> are returned: 
 < Virgil, has written, Aeneid > 
 < Dante Alighieri, wrote, Divine Comedy > 
 < Tolkien, was born, England > 
 < Tom, lives, Tokyo > 
















Figure 34. Application screenshot 
To discover text meaning, we make crossing researches of elements definition into 
Wordnet lexical database and Wikipedia free encyclopedia. The synergic use of WordNet 
and Wikipedia which  provides named entities like people, organizations, geographic loca-
tions, books, songs, products, etc., increase application performances [73]. The result is un-
ambiguous definition of the given element (describing the element property).  
A described in Section 4.2.2, exploiting the theory behind the FFCA, individual fuzzy 
formal contexts are built for subject and object elements.   
Table 12 and Table 13 show a fuzzy version of the formal contexts associated to subjects 
(i.e., domain context) and objects (i.e., range context) elements gathered by the previous ex-
ample. 
Table 12. Domain context 
OBJECT ATTRIBUTES 
writer author poet person philologue philologist 
Virgil 0.95 0.95 1 0.93 0 0 
Dante Alighieri 0.95 0.95 1 0.93 0 0 
Tolkien 1 1 0.47 0.94 1 1 
Tom 0.33 0.33 0.25 1 0.2 0.2 
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Aeneid 1 1 0.95 0 0 0 0 0 
Divine 
Comedy 
1 1 0.95 0 0 0 0 0 
England 0 0 0 1 0.94 0.2 0.2 0.5 
Tokyo 0 0 0 0.2 0.25 1 0.5 0.5 
 
  Once built the fuzzy formal contexts (see Table 12 and Table 13) for domain and range, 
a fuzzy formal lattice can be generated.  Figure 35 and Figure 36 emphasize the hierarchical 
structure generated by the lattices.  
In order to simplify the description, we have presented the domain and range contexts as-
sociated to the subject and object as separate entities. The combination of domain and range 
context allows us to gather more properties and, thereby, to construct a more accurate classi-
fication of text. In addition although subject and object play different roles, they represent 
the same type of information (they are both nouns). In particular, this combination is exploit-
ed in the modeling of predicates. 
   
 
Figure 35. Domain  Lattice 
   
 
Figure 36. Range Lattice 
 
Like for subjects and objects,  the Content Analyzer produces a fuzzy formal context for 
predicates, where verbs are objects (rows) and the attributes (columns) come from the com-
bination of domain and range contexts, as shown in Table 14 (all the verbs are converted into 
infinite form). Furthermore, membership values are inherited from domain and range context 
of specific verb. For example, bear have same Tolkien’s attribute values as domain ones, and 
England’s attribute values as range ones.   
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Table 14. Relation context 
 ATTRIBUTE 


























































































































0.33 0.33 0.25 1 0.2 0.2 0 0 0 0.2 0.25 1 0.5 0.5 
 
 
Figure 37 shows the lattice built from the context described in Table 14. This lattice 
comes from the relations (i.e., predicates). Let us note that since predicates write1 and write2 
have same infinite form and, most importantly, they are described in the same manner in the 
context, they are grouped in the same concept lattice. 
Next step achieves the semantic annotation through Fuzzy RCA. 
 
 
Figure 37 - Relations lattice 
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Then a new special attribute (relational attribute) with the form predicate:rangeConcept 
is added for that domain object that is connected to the range concept. Table 15 shows added 
attributes. Fuzzy membership of attributes is calculated as the inverse of Euclidean distance 
between memberships of predicate and range objects (if there was a matching between pred-
icate and subject objects).  























































Virgil 0.95 0.95 1 0.93 0 0 1 0 0 
Dante Alighieri 0.95 0.95 1 0.93 0 0 1 0 0 
Tolkien 1 1 0.47 0.94 1 1 0 1 0 
Tom 0.33 0.33 0.25 1 0.2 0.2 0 0 1 
 
 
The result is depicted into Figure 38: on the left there is resulting RCA lattice which re-






Figure 38. RCA lattice 
 
This lattice describes, through a conceptual structure, the semantic annotation computed 
from the analysis of the input textual sentences. In fact, the fuzzy RCA lattice can be mapped 
to a fuzzy ontology  through a semantic representation in OWL. In particular, datatype prop-
erty has exploited to model simple attribute of concept, and object property to model specific 
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RCA attribute. Considering the interface in Figure 34, the RCA lattice generated by the tex-
tual data (on the left) is mapped in the ontology (on the right). 
Furthermore, in Figure 34, ontology classes are named through a labeling function which 
selects an ontology name among most representative datatype properties. In the example, 
when user selects the writer class in the ontology, the words in the Plain Text area: Dante 
Alighieri, Virgil and Tolkien which represent its individuals are highlighted. Moreover, if the 
user selects a relation from scroll-box (in the bottom-right of the interface), all the involved 
subject and object concepts are shown in the relative panel. In the example, the predicate live 
involves Person class as subject, and City as object.  
On the bottom-left of the interface, there is the Input Parameter area. It is possible to set 
some specific parameters, described as follows: 
 Similarity measure: favorite similarity measure to perform similarity between attrib-
utes, during Context Enrichment phase. Selected knowledge based similarity 
measures are described in [74]; 
 Zoom: classification accuracy value. In Figure 34, this parameter is expressed in per-
centage by moving a scroll-bar. It represents an attribute-based filtering: if the Zoom 
value assumes maximal value (in figure it is equal to 100%), then all attributes col-
lected in the Context Enrichment phase are involved in the ontology generation and 
specifically, in their classification into ontology classes; otherwise, only the attrib-
utes whose membership values are greater than zoom value are included. 
 Hypernym level number: number of requested hypernym levels to add during Con-
text Enrichment. A hypernym is a more generic word than given one. Larger is the 
number of hypernyms, more generic is the final classification into ontology classes. 
These parameters setting influences the generation of the ontology and the relative popu-
lation. Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41 show some examples of setting of the zoom and 
hypernym levels and the relative impact of the ontology generation. For instance, in Figure 
39, fixing zoom level to 70%, the ontology generated by the text in the interface, consists of 
only three classes.  
For explicative purposes, Figure 39 shows for each concept, the relative instances colored 
with the same color. For instance, yellow square describes poet class whose individuals are 
Dante Alighieri and Virgil. Likewise, city class is delimited by green square as well as its in-
dividuals: New York City and Tokyo. 
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Figure 39 - Annotation results with Zoom equal to 70% and Hypernym level is equal to 0 
 
In Figure 40, the hypernym level has been set to 3 (instead of 0) leaving the same zoom 
value. The resulting ontology has only a class (person) that is quite general and has associat-
ed all the proper names in the text (without no further specialization). Let us note this repre-
sents a different semantic annotation of the given text. 
 
 
Figure 40. Annotation results with Zoom equal to 70% and Hypernym level equal to 3 
 
Finally, in Figure 41 a new combination of the two parameters is given. The zoom is 
maximal, whereas the hypernym level is still 3. The resulting ontology is more accurate: all 
subjects and objects of input text are semantically annotated and a deeper details is given in 
terms of class specialization.  
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Figure 41. Annotation results with Zoom equal to 100% and Hypernym level equal to 3 
7.2 Experimental Evaluation 
The experimentation of this approach basically consists of demonstrating the proposed 
methodology is efficacy to generate conceptualization associated to the analyzed text. To 
reach this issue, the experimental results aim at showing the effectiveness of the proposed 
framework (instantiated for the semantic textual annotation) in terms of text categorization 
performances. The goal is to measure the collocation, classification or in general the distribu-
tion of the words extracted by both the text and Context Enrichment phase with respect to 
the classes/concepts of the generated ontology. Specifically, some specific measures (de-
tailed in the next section) [67] are taken into account to study the ontology structure generat-
ed in accordance with the setting of some parameters in Input parameters area of the inter-
face (Figure 34). In fact, Zoom and Hypernym levels are “tuned” in order to find straight-
forward performance of this semantic annotation tool. 
The experimentation consists initially of studying the generated ontology according these 
criteria in order to evaluate the quality of its structure and the distribution of its population 
(with respect to the initial textual data). Then, to complete the analysis of tool, a comparison 
with other approaches will be done too, on the basis of standard Information Retrieval (IR) 
measures. 
7.3 Ontology structure evaluation  
The ontology structure strictly depends on the degree of generality or specificity of the 
text classification: an ontological class with a deep detail in term of subclass relations pro-
vides more specialization in the classification of words computed from the input text, if 
compared with classes with no nesting of subclass, due to the flat classification of all the 
words inside it.  
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This kind of ontology evaluation is achieved by exploiting some specific metrics given in 
[67] and described as follows: 
 Attribute Richness (AR): evaluates quality of ontology design; it is defined as the 
average of attributes (slot) associated to each class in the resulting ontology. Intu-
itively, an high level of AR implies that the ontology conveys a rich level of in-
formation related to the knowledge domain. 
 Average Population (P): measures the distribution of individuals (words) across 
the classes in the resulting ontology. It indicates how much the instances of 
knowledge base can be representative of the ontology structure: for instance, a 
low average number of instances per class evidences a poor coverage of the de-
fined classes and then, the resulting ontology probably presents a not well-
defined structure (with respect to the knowledge domain). 
 Inheritance Richness (IRs) is a measure which describes the distribution of in-
formation across different levels of the ontology structure, i.e., the fan-out of par-
ent classes. An high value of IR outlines an horizontal ontology structure, i.e. an 
ontology with a small number of inheritance levels and a relatively large number 
of subclasses. An ontology with a low IR instead, is vertical, because it is com-
posed of many inheritance levels and the classes have a small number of sub-
classes.  
These measures have been computed for the ontology generated by proposed framework 
instantiated for textual annotation. Figure 42 shows the tendency of these measures, with re-
spect to some setting of Zoom and Hypernym levels parameters. Let us note AR values in-
crease, as the values of Zoom and the Hypernym increase too. In other words, increasing the 
number of words and hypernyms involved in the classes specification implies that the result-
ing ontology can represent the associated knowledge domain with much amount of pertinent 
information. Similar consideration can be done for IR measure: increasing Zoom and Hyper-
nym, means to build an ontology that grows up in horizontal way (low specialization level).  
Moreover, let us observe the tendency of AR and IR do not present relevant changes by 
increasing hypernym level more than 2. 
Differently, P curve tends to be constant or even decrease when Hypernym and Zoom in-
crease, respectively. In particular, the number of hypernyms does not affect P. These result 
coherently demonstrates that increasing the involved attributes the structure of the ontology 
improves in the amount of instance for class, but not in the amount of classes. 
 

























Figure 42 Ontology quality evaluation 
7.4 Text categorization performances 
The second step of experimental evaluation is aimed to assess the performance of the 
proposed application with respect to the text classification. Evaluation is conducted by com-
paring proposed tool with AlchemyGrid
27
. AlchemyGrid is a Named Entity Recognition sys-
tem that is able to categorize text according to large number of specific classes, such as City, 
Country, Person, etc. It has been selected for the compared experimentation, because it pro-
vides online demo useful to perform experimental evaluation, in an easy and immediate way. 
The text corpus selected by considering generic sentences talking about general interest. The 
goal is to extract triples (subject-verb-object) from textual information.  We have exploited 
about fifty documents of different types: textual documents (with extension txt, docx, etc.) 
and web pages (HTML-like) for a whole of about 1 megabyte, which is then translated in 
simple text. After a pre-processing activity aimed at discarding complex sentences (only 
simple phrases composed of a subject-verb-object are extracted), the final text has been giv-
en as an input to the AlchemyGrid demo and to proposed application. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of both applications to classify words from input corpus into 
right classes (notice the relevance of each word for a class is given by a priori human annota-
tion), we exploit standard measures of retrieval effectiveness (i.e., Precision, Recall, F-
Measure).  
According to the study of ontology metrics (Figure 42), the value of Hypernym level pa-
rameter is fixed to 2. The Zoom parameter, instead assumes different values in order to find 
best performances in terms of text categorization. Specifically, the more accurate value, 
comparable with AlchemyGrid is obtained by varying the Zoom in the range [80, 100] %.  
Table 16 emphasizes the performance in terms of Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-measure 
(F) with respect to the more relevant extracted classes. In particular, the zoom is fixed to 
90% in this experimentation (and hypernym levels to 2). In nutshell, Table 16 emphasizes 
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Table 16 – Comparison of the proposed system with AlchemyGrid annotation  
 Movie Sport City Country Person Average 
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7.5 Related Work 
Annotating is, very generally speaking, the act to attach data to some other piece of data. 
The first annotation usage was motivated by the human exigency to add extra information to 
information itself in order to provide a more accurate description of it. Nowadays, the wide-
spread availability of semantic annotations is strictly tied to the Semantic Web. Thus a more 
specific definition claims that annotation establishes, within some context, a (typed) relation 
between the annotated data and the annotating data. The annotation becomes formal, because 
exploits coding based on machine-understandable formal language. The last evolution of an-
notation is semantic: it exploits an ontology to guarantee a common understanding through a 
shared conceptualization. In last years, many approaches achieve semantic annotation. Man-
ual annotation provides user-friendly interactive tool to manually support creation and 
maintenance of ontology-based markups.  
An example of manual annotation tool is Onto-Mat-Annotizer
28
. It is an interactive tool 
for the Web pages text annotation. It represents the concrete implementation of the CREAM 
(CREAting Metadata for the Semantic Web) framework [75]: an annotation framework suit-
able to allow for the easy and comfortable creation of relational metadata. Then, M-
OntoMat-Annotizer
29
 (M stands for Multimedia), extends the CREAM framework and its 
reference implementation, Onto-Mat-Annotizer, with the Visual Descriptor Extraction 
(VDE) tool, in order to allow low-level feature annotation. It is used as an annotation tool for 
web pages and acts as the basis of an ontology engineering environment.  
It supports manual annotation of video and image data by indexers with little multimedia 
experience by automatic extraction of low level features that describe objects in the content.  
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Figure 43 - M-Ontomat Annotizer 
Figure 43 shows an interface example of M-Ontomat-Annotizer: a user can select image 
portions and manually annotate them on the base of chosen ontology. 
In general, manual annotation results often quite expensive, and cannot provide multiple 
perspectives of a data source in correspondence with the different users needs. Moreover, 
manual semantic annotation has lead to a knowledge acquisition bottleneck [14]. This prob-
lem has been overcome by semiautomatic annotation that provides a balanced modeling be-
tween the suggestion of annotation and the human approval of the extracted annotation. A 
complete automation implies a wide scalability and a reduction of the burden of annotation 
of new resources. Automatic annotation collects the benefit of an improved retrieval and in-
teroperability through a common framework for the integration of information from hetero-
geneous sources. In literature there are many platforms that provide semi or fully automated 
semantic annotation services. In particular, according to [76], [77] we classify semantic an-
notation approaches according the schema given in Figure 44. 
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Figure 44. Classification of semantic annotations approaches 
Among the knowledge based semi-automatic annotation tool, SMT [78] is a semi-
automatic tool for markup of documents that combines commercial text extraction tools and 
manual annotation in a predefined templates in order to produce consistent OWL annota-
tions. The user reads a preprocessed document, chooses a relevant template and fills it in. 
The main feature of SMT is the automatic OWL-based annotations, even the annotation pro-
cess involves a high degree of user assistance. 
KIM
30
 platform provides a Knowledge and Information Management (KIM) infrastruc-
ture for automatic semantic annotation, indexing, and retrieval of unstructured and semi-
structured contents. It performs information extraction based on the ontology and a massive 
knowledge base. In KIM, semantic annotation is considered as the process of assigning to 
the entities their semantic descriptions, provided by ontology. The platform is based on 
GATE
31
 (General Architecture for Text Engineering). GATE is an infrastructure for devel-
opment software components based on natural languages. GATE system provides functional-
ities such as annotation of textual documents both manually and automatically.  Figure 45 
shows KIM at-work: it semantically annotates input text (on the right) exploiting fixed on-
tology (on the left). 
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Figure 45 - KIM tool 
Semantic annotation in MnM [79] is guided by an initial training phase to generate rules. 
AeroSWARM
32
 is an automatic tool for annotation using OWL ontologies based on the 
DAML annotator AeroDAML [80]. It has both a client server version and a Web enabled 
demonstrator in which the user enters a URI and the system automatically returns a file of 
annotations on another web page. Magpie [81] is a browser that enables an ontology based 
semantic markup system for on-the-fly annotation of web documents. 
Similar to [82], the automatic annotator framework proposed in this research work can be 
classified among the unsupervised machine learning based approaches (see Figure 44) due to 
the natural learning from FCA techniques [83], even though they are usually considered as a 
method of data analysis. In particular, with respect to the existing approaches, it does not 
work on pre-built ontologies but generates an ad-hoc ontology elicited by the parsed infor-
mation, through the annotation process described in Section 4.2.2. This potential is strictly 
related to its theoretical approach that exploits mathematical, relational-based modeling, i.e., 
Formal and Relational Concept Analysis. Although there are some studies based on RCA 
[84], [85], actually, platforms or approaches with a similar theoretical modeling are not 
comparable to the research herein discussed.  
                                                     
 
32
 AeroSWARM project page (http://ubot.lockheedmartin.com/ubot/hotdaml/aeroswarm.html ac-
cessed on 2 August 
2004). 
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7.6 Conclusion  
The semantic annotation is a key activity in the Semantic Web technology that, adding 
formal semantics (metadata, knowledge) to the web content for the purpose of more efficient 
access and management of web resources, promotes the semantic interoperability.  
This work achieves an automatic semantic annotation of web resources. It exploits a data-
driven approach based on fuzzy FCA and RCA that allow the elicitation of concepts and re-
lationship in the resources content. The discovered structure is translated into an ontology 
that collects the semantic annotation extracted from resources. Thus, differently by usual ap-
proach the ontology is generated, rather than exploited to capture the semantics in the anno-
tation process.  
The semantic textual annotation seems to exhibit interesting results in terms of experi-
mental results, and anticipates promising performances in term of text categorization. The 
main aspects that reveal the effectiveness of this approach are listed as follows: 
 Capacity to classify all words in the text: even the approach works with simple sen-
tences, all the words of the text used in the experimentation are well-classified. 
 No pre-established category definition: the application does not use pre-established 
categories/classes, but compute them on-the-fly. 
 Accurate specialization: the application can intercept more specific classes than pre-
defined, known named entities through class-subclass relations.  
 Customizable specificity level of classification: as a consequence of the elicitation of 
subsumption relations, the instances of the generated ontologies appear adequately 
classified, with an accurate detail level. 
 Relations design: by the analysis of textual content, different types of relations can 
be revealed and opportunely modeled. 
 
 
Chapter  8 
On tology base d in form ation  re trie val  applie d to  e -
Le arn in g Re com m e n dation s  
Typically, e-learning represents an application of Information Technologies (and in par-
ticular Internet Technologies) for the development of learning processes, enabling the pro-
duction and the fruition of educational content at anytime and from anywhere. Recently, in 
an alternative definition, the “e-learning” is an individual or collaborative group activity 
where both synchronous and asynchronous communication may be employed. In this con-
text, the diversity of students’ background is one of the most important issues. Enrolled stu-
dents come from many different linguistic, cultural, and academic backgrounds; hence the 
conventional e-course materials cannot always meet different students’ needs. Thus, it is ev-
ident that one curriculum for all is no longer suitable for the e-learning environments. The 
aforementioned statement suggests that a great expectation for personalized e-learning is 
raising [86].  
Nowadays, the Semantic Web technologies are considered the most promising solutions 
to effectively organize and manage available e-learning resources, meeting the peculiar re-
quirements of both teachers and students. Furthermore, in the e-learning domain, an increas-
ing role is given to the knowledge modeling through metadata-based standards [87], alt-
hough problems of incompatibility due to heterogeneous metadata descriptions might be 
avoided by using ontologies as a conceptual backbone [88]. On other hand, the Semantic 
Web approach for the personalization of e-learning processes is also tightly coupled with the 
availability of great volumes of reusable educational content. The increasing number of 
IEEE LOM-compliant Learning Object Repositories (e.g. MERLOT
33
 with 10607 public ob-
jects stored, eRIB
34
 with 49761, EdNA Online
35
 with 30300, etc.) demonstrates that having 
more available learning objects means multiply the opportunities to better satisfy the learn-
ers’ preferences. Furthermore, in the last years, the spreading of Web 2.0 [89] has involved 
also the e-learning field. Tools like blogs (used to share ideas), wikis (used as a way to con-
struct knowledge in a collaborative way), podcast (used to distribute multimedia files over 
the Internet) and other web sharing applications (e.g. Flickr, YouTube, del.icio.us, etc.) are 
exploited by Internet communities in order to work and make business but also to teach and 
learn. The coherent utilization of the aforementioned tools in e-learning processes is called e-
learning 2.0. 














Figure 46. . A sample of RSS channel 
The personalized e-learning experiences can really improve the e-learning processes [90]. 
It becomes more effective and efficient when a great number of educational content requires 
be dynamically filtering and assembling with respect to learners’ preferences and cognitive 
states. Then, in the Semantic Web environment, the personalization process should be driven 
by learners’exigencies and personalized learning content should go to learners with push log-
ic mechanisms. The idea consists of exploiting the Web as a prominent source of educational 
content for supporting and improving personalized e-learning processes. In order to reach 
this goal, some important issues will be faced: (a) managing the several types of educational 
content the Web systems offer (interoperability), (b) extracting from the Web and providing 
to students only educational content that are relevant with respect to the subjects currently 
treated within their e-learning experiences and suitable for their profiles (contextualization 
and personalization) and (c) driving the Web search activities (for relevant educational con-
tent) in order to identify promising Web zones in which to find educational valued content 
about a domain of interest (vertical search). The approach defined in this work proposes:  
 The adoption of a standard publication language, like RSS (Really Simple Syndi-
cation) [89], as a “lingua franca” used to simplify the information management 
(e.g., extraction, filtering, classification, delivery, etc.) and to solve the Interop-
erability problem.  
RSS (RDF site syndication - Rich Site Summary - Really Simple Syndication) is 
an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file which is used by sites for syndica-
tion of their articles on the Internet. It has been exploited extensively in news 
sites and weblogs to explain the content and related information of a web page. 
The XML-based format of RSS is simple. It mainly consists of a “channel” which 
contains a list of “items” described by a title, a link, a short description (or sum-
 




mary), a publication date, etc. An example is shown in Figure 46, which illus-
trates main parts of an RSS feed. Each RSS feed is composed of one <channel> 
tag. It includes information encompassed by specific tags such as <title>, <link>, 
<description>. An RSS channel contains one or more items. The <item> element 
usually has a few elements to describe the content.  
This choice simplifies the architectural design assuming to (a) search only for 
Web Repositories and Sites that publish their content using RSS feeds, (b) use 
RSS fields values in order to perform filtering, classification, etc. and (c) exploit 
RSS feeds readers and aggregators [18] to delivery educational content to stu-
dents. 
 The introduction of a mathematical model based on the FFCA which allows the 
structuring of the educational content through a lattice representation, contextual-
ized to the e-learning argumentation. Through the building of the relative lattice 
contexts, FCA enables the representation of the relationships between feeds and 
topics of learning objects. Thus, the system exhibits only content which matches 
the user experiences.  
In literature, several works deal with similar issues [91], [92]. In particular, these works 
make reference to a class of systems that are known as recommender systems and apply them 
to enrich learning experiences.  
The proposed approach in this research work provides an automatic mechanism to build 
the learning context that represents learner’s current needs, cognitive state and preferences. 
Final result is a personalized learning experience through ad-hoc educational paths and the 
elicitation of the feeds content to provide further sources of study and, at the same time, sup-
port the generation of customized recommendations. Specifically, main advantages produced 
by the improvement of the personal learning experience can be listed as follows:  
 The improvement of the personal learning environment providing quality content 
(coming from sources approved by teachers/tutors), related to the interest of 
learners. 
 The support to self-learning. The system presents new, continuous content stream 
to learners without teachers’ (tutors’) interventions during the “active” learning 
experience.  
 The obsolescence risk for learning objects is almost non-existent, thanks to RSS 
feeds which provide content constantly updated and allow for keeping update al-
so the learning objects stored in more static repositories.  
 The system provides learners both content that directly refers to their interests 
and content that is semantically related to their interests. The exploration of con-
cepts semantically related to the current learning objectives tend to increase stu-
dents ability to remember what they have learned, to enlarge new knowledge, and 
to transfer it to new tasks more effectively than passive approaches.  
The chapter presents an e-learning recommender system which enables a contextualized 
RSS-feeds fruition to support students in their learning path. Section 8.1 describe a Web 
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platform using in this case study. Section 8.2 introduces a sample scenario for the user inter-
action with the system. Section 8.3 details the experimental results. Finally conclusions close 
the chapter.  
8.1 Intelligent Web Teacher 
The Intelligent Web Teacher (IWT) is an e-Learning Web-based platform whose distinc-
tive features are the construction and delivery of personalized e-learning experiences through 
the execution of specific algorithms [93]. Using these algorithms it is possible to generate 
courses tailored to a class, to a specific group and even to single learners. The foundation of 
IWT is the Learning Model described in [94]. The Learning Model allows to automatically 
generate a Unit of Learning (i.e., a course, a module or a lesson structured as a sequence of 
Learning Activities represented by Learning Objects and/or Learning Services) and to dy-
namically adapt it during the learning process according to the learner’s preferences and 
cognitive state (personalization process). A Unit of Learning (UoL), during its execution, 
represents what we have previously named e-learning experience. In IWT, the piece of the 
educational domain that is relevant for the e-learning experience we want to define, concre-
tize and broadcast is formalized in a machine-understandable way. The used mechanism is 
named ontology, i.e., an engineering artifact, constituted by a specific vocabulary used to de-
scribe a certain reality, plus a set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning of 
the vocabulary words.  
In the IWT approach, the vocabularies are composed by terms representing subjects (or 
concepts within an e-learning ontology) that are relevant for the frame of the educational 
domain we want to model. Subjects are associated to other subjects through a set of three 
conceptual relations: HasPart (in brief HP) that is a part-of relation, IsRequiredBy (in brief 
IRB) that is an order relation and SuggestedOrder (in brief SO) that is a “weak” order rela-
tion. The ontologies constructed following the few aforementioned informal rules are named 
e-learning ontologies [95]. 
Furthermore, Learning Objects are associated to subjects within a specific e-learning on-
tology by means the relation Explain (in brief Exp). E-learning experiences are defined as: (i) 
a set of Target Concepts (TC), i.e., the set of high-level concepts to be transmitted to the 
learner; (ii) a Learning Path (LP), i.e., an ordered sequence of atomic concepts (subjects) 
that is necessary to explain to a learner in order to let him/her learn TC. 
Given the personalization on a particular learner, the sequence does not contain subjects 
already “learn” (i.e., known with a grade greater than the fixed threshold) by that learner (the 
information is managed by means the Learner Model); (iii) a Presentation (PR), i.e., an or-
dered list of learning objects that the learner has to use in order to acquire knowledge about 
subjects included in LP. Figure 47 shows an overview of the personalized e-learning experi-
ence definition process foreseeing the selection of the TC (performed by the teacher), the au-
tomatic extraction of LP (performed by the IWT algorithms) and the automatic binding be-
tween Learning Objects and LP concepts (performed by the IWT optimization algorithms). 
The exclusion of the subject C4 and the selection, for instance, of the learning object LO2 
in the place of LO1 is due to the personalization process that takes into account the cognitive 
state and the learning preferences of the current involved learner. IWT, like other e-Learning 
systems [96], exploits Knowledge Representation techniques and languages in order to mod-
el educational domains for e-learning purposes. 
 





Figure 47. The IWT e-Learning Experiences definition process 
 
Moreover, IWT uses the aforementioned explicit knowledge representation to personalize 
(in automatic way) the learners’ experiences. In fact, it accomplishes the personalization task 
with high performances in terms of response-time and provides an ad-hoc e-learning reason-
ing engine that works on knowledge base composed of educational domain ontologies and 
user profiles.  
8.2 A sample scenario  
In order to provide an overview of the integrated system, a sample scenario is depicted 
through the main steps a teacher and a learner accomplish during, respectively, the definition 
and the fruition of the learning experience.  
Let us suppose, Robert, a full professor of Mathematics, is preparing a personalized expe-
rience using IWT and Mark, one of the undergraduate students, has to attempt the course of 
Mathematics in e-learning mode. Robert defines an ontology which represents the 
knowledge that is relevant for the learning module he is preparing in his course (see Figure 
48: Ontology design). He fixes the learning objectives and related parameters and then, he 
may suggest also a list of RSS feeds (by providing URL format) which include additional 
related learning material for deepening study on course topics by learners (Figure 48: Addi-
tional RSS sources).  The list is processed in asynchronous mode; the immediate modifica-
tions have no effect on the system: a query does not produce new results until the Training 
component process the last feeds (Figure 48: System Training Process). The system alerts 
Robert through a notification when the training phase is finished and new feed content has 
been embedded into the lattice. At this point, Robert can submit his query, for instance, Dif-
ferential Equation to the system. On the other hand, Mark navigates the learning objects or-
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ganized as personalized learning path extracted by the IWT algorithms, in order to maintain 
the cognitive state and learning preferences of Mark. 
 
Figure 48. Preparing an RSS-based learning experience in IWT 
In particular, as Mark is registered to the Mathematics Course (managed by Robert), he 
follows the proposed personalized sequence of learning objects in the context of mathemat-
ics, as shown in Figure 49 where the main snapshots of the system are evidenced. During the 
learning objects navigation (Figure 49: Learning Objects navigation), Mark can select the 
Differential Equation and loads related content (Figure 49: Learning Object Access). Then, 
he can exploit the additional links which provide on-the-fly additional learning material 
about the subject. Indeed, Mark can choose to access the additional educational material by 
following the link Suggested Insights. IWT prepares a query in a transparent way and sends 
it to the Query/Answering component (Figure 49: System Q/A Process). The query is formal-
ized as the active subject in Mark’s course fruition (i.e., the learning context). The Que-
ry/Answering component executes the query and returns results to Mark as an aggregate 
view of posts (extracted from RSS Feeds) that is relevant for his current study.  
 
 





Figure 49. Executing an RSS-based learning experience in IWT 
8.3 Experimental Results 
The proposed system consists of an asynchronous Web oriented application, which al-
lows users concurrent accesses. The asynchronous nature of the system enables users’ inter-
action, without waiting for a reply, when a query is submitted. Unfortunately, the training 
process requires some time for the start-up loading, due the onerous activities like the text 
parsing of the new or updated feeds, the keyword extraction, the building of the context-
based matrix and finally the lattice generation. Thus, in order to guarantee feed updating, the 
lattice is re-generated periodically (i.e., once a day); meanwhile, the user can use the last up-
dated version of lattice for his interactions.  
The system provides good query/answering performance: for instance, considering a lat-
tice composed of 500 nodes (viz. fuzzy concepts) and a query with two terms, the average 
response time is about 4s. Table 17 gives the response time, considering different parameters 












Table 17. System query/answering response time 
# Nodes of Lattice # Terms of the Query Time (second) 
615 2 4,36 
615 3 6,86 
430 2 2,76 
430 3 3,34 
205 2 1,23 
205 3 1,87 
 
 
The approach has been validated on a collection of RSS-Feeds, coming from OpenLearn 
Project. Precisely, a sample of 589 RSS-Feed has been selected. 
After the processing (described in Section 4.2.1) of these feeds collection, the resulting 
lattice evidences the most of RSS-Feeds are grouped consistently in the appropriate catego-
ries. Let us notice the assessment of the produced lattice is not an immediate activity and re-
quires a careful analysis of the generate concepts (through their associated objects and attrib-
utes). Thus, from an accurate analysis of the sample content, the approach seems to elicit 
categories which are representative of the given sample; in particular let us observe the lat-
tice produces a more specialized classification of feeds. Indeed, some feeds are placed in 
formal concepts, which are subclasses of other concepts, associated to more general Open-
Learn categories. That evidences the hierarchical structure of the lattice, through a speciali-
zation of the original OpenLearn categories. 
More specifically, 88% of whole collection of feeds is classified coherently with respect 
to OpenLearn’s categories and the 32% of this percentage appears in some specialized cate-
gories. This is due to the high amount of feeds contained in formal concepts, then the nature 
of the lattice promotes their specialization in deeper sub-classes.  
The remaining of the whole collection (i.e., 12% of the feeds) is misclassified: the analy-
sis of these feeds reveals a certain ambiguity in the content, which does not guarantee an ac-
curate classification.  
After the processing (described in Section 4.2.1) of these feeds collection, the resulting 
lattice evidences the most of RSS-Feeds are grouped consistently in the appropriate catego-
ries. Let us notice the assessment of the produced lattice is not an immediate activity and re-
quires a careful analysis of the generate concepts (through their associated objects and attrib-
utes). Thus, from an accurate analysis of the sample content, the approach seems to elicit 
categories which are representative of the given sample; in particular let us observe the lat-
tice produces a more specialized classification of feeds. Indeed, some feeds are placed in 
formal concepts, which are subclasses of other concepts, associated to more general Open-
Learn categories. That evidences the hierarchical structure of the lattice, through a speciali-











 Table 18. OpenLearn categories vs. some FFCA-based specializations 
OpenLearn 
Category 




Differential Equation (4) 
Series (2) 






























Engineering Technology   
(5) 
Managing Complexity (2) 
…  





In particular, increasing the threshold α = 0.7 some relevant feeds have been lost. The se-
cond case (“Differential System”, Figure 50-b) emphasizes good performance in terms of the 
precision, when the threshold values are in the range [0.5, 0.8] and the recall, when threshold 
values are smaller than 0.7. The last case considers a more general subject (“Mathematics”, 
Figure 50-c); as a consequence, the resulting tendency of the precision is almost good, by 
varying the threshold levels; in particular the threshold value greater than 0.7 guarantees all 
the relevant feeds are retrieved. The recall instead tends to decrease, when the threshold val-
ue increases; this evidences that the higher the threshold is, the smaller number of relevant 
feeds is retrieved. That means a high threshold applies a fine-grained filtering on the feeds in 
the lattice, according to their membership values. 
A further query/answering performance has been evaluated comparing the approach de-
fined with OpenLearn. Precisely, we have submitted the same query to the both systems in 
order to compare the results. Generally, the approach works better than OpenLearn when the 
query is composed of two terms at least, differently from OpenLearn which returns more rel-
evant feeds with a single word query. The reasons are due to the fact the approach achieves a 
hierarchy of concepts, thanks to the lattice structure and the textual parsing of the collected 
feeds enables the extraction of linguistic details. This way, a specific query (i.e., composed 
of some words) finds more pertinent answers exploiting the approach rather than a system 
with a flat categorization. 
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Figure 50. Precision/recall evaluation, given the queries 
 
Just to give an idea, Figure 51 compares the query/answering performance of both sys-
tems; each query includes the term “equation” and incrementally adds a to the query expres-
sion: Precisely, “equation”’, “differential equation”, “differential equation system”, “differ-
ential equation system model” are the queries submitted to the systems. Let us observe the 
proposed approach produces better results with queries composed of two and three terms, 
confirming the good performance due to the hierarchy-based data classification. Moreover, 
the approach can return feeds whose textual description does not contain explicitly terms 
specified in the query: the parsing activity extracts additional words that are related to the 
query (i.e., synonyms, hyperonyms, etc.). The analysis of the list returned by the query em-
phasizes the relevance and the specificity of the retrieved feeds.  
 
 





Figure 51. Comparative query/answering performance with an incremental query 
8.4 Related Works 
Nowadays, the Semantic Web technologies are considered the most promising solutions 
to effectively organize and manage available “e-learning” resources, meeting the peculiar re-
quirements of both teachers and students.  
In literature, several works deal with recommendation-based approaches in the e-
Learning domain. In [97], the authors define two classes of recommender systems: 
Knowledge-based Recommender Systems and Social Recommender Systems. Systems be-
longing to the first class use ontologies to manage content available for recommendations. 
Recommendations occur on the basis of matches between user profiles attributes and ontolo-
gies. This kind of system is also called Attribute-based Recommender System. The systems 
belonging to the second class exploit the concept of users’ similarity (the system recom-
mends a content to a user if a similar user has enjoyed this content or if he/she has already 
enjoyed similar content) and use one of the following filtering techniques: User-based Col-
laborative Filtering assumes that two users are similar if they similarly rate the same con-
tent; Stereotype Filtering assumes that two users are similar if they have similar profiles; 
Item-based Filtering assumes that content similarly rated are similar. We think that Social 
Recommender Systems (although they are very useful in informal learning processes) are not 
adequate when formal learning activities are delivered so we have investigated the integra-
tion of several techniques in order to define the proposed approach that can be considered as 
a Knowledge-based Recommender System. In particular, the criticism about the ontology 
construction, underlined in [97], is relaxed by the use of FFCA technique in order to auto-
matically build the conceptualization of the contents to be considered during the recommen-
dation process.  
In [98], the authors combine an Ontology Content-based Recommender System with an 
Interest-based Recommender System. Content is analyzed and classified using an ontology 
that is automatically built using the same content. Moreover, recommendations are forward-
ed to learners on the basis of their current activity (the subject they are studying). Conceptu-
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ally, the proposed approach is very similar to the approach presented in [98], although the 
research work leverages on a more refined interest-based technique granted by the learning 
model used in IWT (see Section 8.1) where the learning path is represented by both a con-
tent layer and a concept layer. By exploiting this technique, the proposed system always 
guesses the concept (and its related concepts) that a learner is interested in. Then, using the 
concept layer, the proposed system can implicitly deduce learners’ current interests and ac-
curately query the recommender system.  
In [91], the authors synergically exploit four techniques in order to define their recom-
mendation approach: Content-based, Collaborative Filtering, Rule-based and Demographic-
based. The originalities with respect to other research are represented by the introduction of 
Rule-based and Demographic-based techniques. The first one applies a filter to recommen-
dations on the basis of rules attached to some attributes coming from user profiles. The se-
cond one is used in order to suggest content with respect to some demographic properties of 
the users (e.g. geographical region, age, etc.). Furthermore, in [91] is introduced the idea of 
Teacher’s Recommendation that is proposed also by proposed approach, where teachers sug-
gest to the system the Feed URLs to be used as content sources. Then, the feeds are frag-
mented (into RSS posts) and analyzed. This approach provides a solution to filter the content 
used for recommendations where formal learning activities are executed. While in [91] the 
recommended contents are Learning Objects, proposed approach is focused on RSS posts 
recommendations (extracted by sources suggested by teachers) because IWT already pro-
vides the personalization of learning object sequences. So, proposed approach provides rich-
er formal learning experiences by exploiting several controlled content sources with respect 
to other approaches.  
In [92], the authors use Mining and Information Retrieval techniques in order to provide a 
content-based recommender system. Their approach exploits a learner model and a content 
model that are constructed to support the recommendation system. In the proposed approach, 
the learner model is already provided by the IWT system (see Section 8.1) and is constantly 
maintained updated by IWT algorithms that are exploited in order to personalize learning 
experiences.  
With respect to other works, the proposed approach achieves a synergic application of the 
lightweight ontologies and the fuzzy FCA theory. Ontologies guarantee the modeling of edu-
cational domains and support algorithms for the automatic construction of personalized 
learning paths. On the other hand, Fuzzy FCA enables the extraction of contextual 
knowledge embedded in the RSS Feeds content and arranges it in a hierarchical structure.  
Moreover, educational ontologies are used to deduce and formalize the learning context 
exploited by a specific learner during his learning experience. The learning context is used to 
automatically query the Fuzzy FCA-based system in order to select all relevant content (RSS 
posts) and present them to the interested learner. Let us stress the system response is tailored 
on a specific learner, i.e., takes into account the corrisponding learning context, derived by a 
customization of an educational ontology portion. Similar approach is presented in [99] 
where crisp FCA modeling is exploited to produce learning concept hierarchies from a text 
corpus. In [100] fuzzy FCA becomes a kind of conceptual clustering and solves the high 
sparsity problem of user rating matrix. In particular, a fuzzy concept is viewed as a fuzzy 
cluster of users with similar interests, while in the proposed approach, a fuzzy concept repre-
sents an actual concept arising from the feeds content.  
 




The work presented in [101] instead, aims at discovering and visualizing the domain on-
tology from the on-line messages created by the learners rather than exploiting the building 
of automatically raising an ad-hoc taxonomy (coming from FCA model) of educational re-
sources. Their ontology discovery method is a fuzzy taxonomy generation based on sub-
sumption relations among extracted concepts. Similarly to the proposed approach, each con-
cept is expanded: in [101] WordNet-based synonymy relations are added, while, in the pro-
posed approach, similarity measures based on the sense, defined in WordNet, are associated 
to each concept.  
Many other approaches in literature, deal with similar problems. Just for giving some ex-
amples, in [102] a zigzag structure has been exploited to define relations among information. 
The approach allows the user to create personalized concept maps and semantic interconnec-
tion among web resources. In [103] instead, a hyperbolic structure substitutes the traditional 
concept map diagrams for visualizing concept spaces in the educational course. Differently, 
the proposed approach aims at eliciting intrinsic relationships among the given data and re-
sources, without any human intervention. Moreover, as said, the fuzzy extension of this 
model reveals a degree of interrelations (i.e., an approximate subsumption) between linked 
concepts. The resulting fuzzy lattice reveals knowledge-based, hierarchical dependences 
elicited from the feeds content, emphasizing the taxonomic nature of this structure.  
8.5 Conclusions  
This chapter presents a work that achieves a system which provides, in push logic, suita-
ble, contextualized and personalized RSS-based educational content. The system improves 
the personalized learning process in IWT through the application of Fuzzy Formal Concept 
Analysis. The integration of methodology described in Section 4.1 in IWT overcomes some 
limitations of existing e-learning Recommender Systems. In particular, the proposed ap-
proach (i) provides automatic mechanism to build the learning context that represents learn-
ing current needs, cognitive state and preferences and (ii) handles linguistic issues (e.g., syn-
onymy, meronymy, etc.) improving content selection. A conceivable future development 
foresees also an extension, by defining a crawler which will carry out a specific “focused” 
spidering of the web. The crawler will act identifying e-learning community sites and will be 
able to discriminate relevant web pages whose content have educational value and are related 
to the given subjects of interest. Furthermore, it could provide a solution to the Vertical 











Chapter  9 
On tology base d in form ation  re trie val applie d to  
Dise ase  Diagn os is  
Traditional approaches to the medical diagnosis practice have many drawbacks, like as: 
the huge growth of biomedical information has made difficult the retraining for the individu-
al doctors; the poor dissemination of effective research results; and so on.  
New trend is the Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) which aims to apply the best available 
evidences gained from the scientific methods to clinical decision making. The challenge of 
EBM is to define a systematic approach to integrate research results with clinical expertise 
and patient preferences, and exploit them during the medical diagnosis. So, it is necessary to 
provide a suitable model to structure medical results and to perform the knowledge spreading 
and sharing.  
There are several ongoing efforts aimed at developing formal models of medical 
knowledge and reasoning to design decision support systems. These efforts have focused on 
representing content of clinical guidelines and their logical structure. Semantic Web technol-
ogies and ontologies are enabling elements to achieve these aims. In fact, today ontologies 
are assuming increasingly important role in the area of knowledge based decision support 
systems by introducing capabilities in terms of logic based reasoning.  
This work presents ODINO, a multilingual web based application that addresses the aim 
to use semantic web technologies in order to support medical practices through an effective 
user interface. In particular, ontologies are used to model available medical diseases features 
(e.g., skin diseases), symptomatologies, treatment protocols and so on. The relations between 
symptomatologies (i.e., symptoms and signs) and available diseases are represented by using 
fuzzy labels resulting from the analysis of medical expertise included in [104]. Standard 
formalisms, like OWL and SKOS, are used to specify domain knowledge and controlled vo-
cabularies, i.e., diseases, symptomatology, active ingredients and clinical tests according to 
standard specifications, like as ICD-9-CM
36
.  
Ontologies, controlled vocabularies and information retrieval techniques are exploited to 
provide typical capabilities of Semantic Web portals [105] and medical decision support. 
Some of the main features of the system are:  
 disease catalogue browsing including images, symptoms and signs, treatments, 
etc. to support rapid training; 
 preliminary medical diagnosis, indeed medical knowledge querying by specifying 
symptoms, signs and complications, to find eligible diseases; 
                                                     
 
36
 International Statistical Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification 
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 faceted search of diseases by enabling multi-criteria selections (i.e., sympto-
matologies, complications, active ingredients, etc.) to support differential diagno-
sis. 
ODINO results are explained to physician by highlighting symptoms/signs/complications 
that match the retrieved diagnosis and by suggesting other important features of founded dis-
eases.  
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.1 describes the knowledge layer of ODI-
NO. The medical decision support methodology is described in Section9.2. Section 9.3 de-
tails features of system and provides the results of the case study. Then, Section 9.5 intro-
duces some related works in the applicative domain. Finally, there are conclusions of the 
chapter. 
9.1 Knowledge Layer 
ODINO is a knowledge based system that provides capabilities in terms of clinical deci-
sion support system and medical semantic web portal. In particular, ODINO makes an inten-
sive usage of ontologies, controlled vocabularies and other standards typical in the medical 
domain. This section provides details about medical knowledge modeling of ODINO.  
9.1.1 Technologies and Standards  
Semantic technologies (i.e., OWL and SKOS) have been used to represent medical dis-
eases. On the other hand, knowledge developed in ODINO has been aligned with interna-
tional standard classification of medical diseases available in ICD9-CM. In particular, in this 
work, W3C's recommendation has followed to build ontologies and construct knowledge ba-
ses according to the OWL-DL restrictions. A Medical Disease Ontology has been defined as 
described in Section 9.1.3. SKOS is used in the proposed system together with OWL in order 
to express and share knowledge about medical domain. In particular, ODINO exploits SKOS 
to write vocabularies and taxonomies, like as: symptomatologies, diseases, drugs, etc. (as de-
scribed in Section 9.1.2). On the other hand, OWL is used to represent the formal model of 
disease ontology by defining axioms and constraints. The International Statistical Classifica-
tion of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD) is a way to code and organize diseases 
and a wide variety of signs, symptoms, abnormal findings, complaints, and external causes 
of injury or disease, published by the World Health Organization
37 
(WHO). It assigns a 
unique up to six characters long code to every health condition. In this work, the ninth ver-
sion of ICD (ICD-9) has been used. In particular, ODINO uses ICD9 - Clinical Modification 
(ICD-9-CM) that provides additional morbidity details than ICD9. ICD9-CM has been ap-
plied to align controlled vocabularies deployed during the knowledge base design. This 
alignment provides shareability of the knowledge base deployed for ODINO. 









9.1.2 Controlled Vocabularies & Taxonomies 
Some controlled vocabularies and taxonomies (i.e., diseases, symptomatology, clinical 
tests and active ingredients) have been deployed in ODINO by using SKOS technology. 
Generally, following SKOS properties have been used to represent vocabularies: 
 preferredLabel (in both Italian and English languages), to define the favorite 
name of concept; 
 alternateLabels (in both Italian and English languages), to associate alternative 
terms to the same concept in order to specify synonym, and so on; 
 hiddenLabel, to associate the right ICD-9-CM code to the defined concepts (i.e., 
disease, symptom, etc.) taking into account results from the alignment process; 
 exactMatch, to eventually specify relation between concepts with equivalent 
meaning;  
 broader and narrower to specify hierarchical relations among concepts. These 
properties are enabling elements to create taxonomies and to support faceted nav-
igation as described below in Section 9.3.3; 
 prefSymbol and altSymbol properties, to join one or more images to concept. 
In particular, exactMatch allows to maintain ICD9-CM coding and to update the 
knowledge base with alignment to others classification systems (such as ICD-10 or ICD-11). 
Controlled vocabularies and taxonomies developed in ODINO are: 
 Symptomatology – that contains definitions of concept concerning symptoms and 
signs, like as: paresthesia, anhidrosis, plaque of psoriasis, etc. Listing 5 shows an 
example of SKOS concept modeling a symptomatology and their hierarchical re-
lations; 
Listing 5. An example of symptom specification in SKOS 
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Sin157"> 
     <rdf:type rdf:resource="&skos;Concept"/> 
     <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Hand swelling</skos:prefLabel> 
     <skos:prefLabel xml:lang="it">Edema delle mani</skos:prefLabel> 
     <skos:altLabel xml:lang="en">Hand edema</skos:altLabel> 
     <skos:hiddenLabel>729.81</skos:hiddenLabel> 
     <skos:prefSymbol>edema1.jpg</skos:prefSymbol> 
     <skos:altSymbol>edema2.jpg</skos:altSymbol> 
     <skos:inScheme rdf:resource="#Symptomatology "/> 
</owl:Thing> 
 Disaeses – that contains medical diseases, their characteristics and hierarchical 
relations like as: leprosy, malaria, AIDS, etc. In particular, broader and narrower 
properties, in SKOS, allow defining a hierarchy of diseases; 
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 Clinical Tests – that models clinical and laboratory tests useful in diagnostic pro-
cess, like as: haemochrome, urinalysis, specific blood tests for syphilis, etc. 
 Active ingredients – that defines the drugs suitable for a specific disease treat-
ment, like as: Dapsone, Rifampicin, Antacids, etc. Since, ICD9 doesn’t contain 
any drug classification, this vocabulary is not aligned with it. 
9.1.3 Medical Disease Ontology 
This section describes main aspects of knowledge models developed in ODINO. An on-
tology named Medical Disease Ontology has been defined. Through a set of properties and 
concepts, this ontology models disease characteristics and relations. In particular, Medical 
Disease Ontology includes the definition of a correlation degree between disease and its 
symptomatology by using fuzzy labels. These properties lead system’s diagnosis processes 
and aid disease information consultation. 
One of the main classes defined is the concept of Disease which identifies condition of 
medical disease that causes pain, dysfunction, distress, social problems, and/or death, to af-
flicted person. Figure 52 shows a sketch of the ontology by illustrating the relations between 
Disease, Symptom/Sign and Complication classes. In particular: 
 Symptom/Sign is the class identifying symptom or sign that influences a disease. 
Many instances of Symptom/Sign may be associated to the same Disease. So, the 
relation “has symptom” hasn’t any cardinality restriction. 
 Complication is a medical disease or symptom that represents an unfavorable 
evolution of disease, health condition or medical treatment. Analogously with 
“has symptom”, the relation “has complication” hasn’t any cardinality re-
striction. 
Complication and Symptom/Sign are themselves related with other classes: 
 Evidence, that represents the bridging element with the Symptomatology SKOS 
vocabulary; 
 Specificity and Frequency, that allow to indicate how much Complication or 
Symptom/Sign implies the presence of that disease. 
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 53, Disease is also related with Clinical test class. Clini-
cal test identifies each possible clinical, laboratory and diagnostic test. Analogously with 
Symptom/Sign and Complication, the model foresees the specification of Precision degree 
between a Clinical test and a Disease (see Figure 53). In particular, the Precision defines 
how much a Clinical test result determines the presence of specific disease. 
 





Figure 52. A sketch of Medical Disease Ontology: Disease, Complication and Symptom/Sign. 
 
 
Figure 53. A sketch of some classes of Medical Disease Ontology: Disease and Clinical test. 
 
Frequency, Specificity and Precision are enumeration classes defined by using oneOf 
construct available in OWL. More precisely, we have defined, for each of them, some indi-
viduals that identify fuzzy labels. Values assumed by these relations are obtained from the 
analysis of medical practice and experience included in [104]. Specifically: 
 Frequency - is the rate with a symptom/sign or complication is present in a given 
disease.  Identified levels are: very frequent, very frequent/frequent, frequent, fre-
quent/occasional, occasional; 
 Specificity - is the measure with which manifestation implies a specific disease. 
Identified levels are: high, high/medium, medium, medium/low, low; 
 Precision - is the level with which Clinical test result allows to include or ex-
clude a diagnosis. Identified levels are: high, high/medium, medium, medium/low, 
low. 
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Furthermore, the model foresees other concepts and relations useful to define additional 
information of diseases, and recommendation, etiology, epidemiology, transmission of dis-
ease, prophylaxis, and so on. 
Code in  
Listing 6 shows an individual definition of Disease as an example. In particular, “Sin189” 
is of type Evidence and is associated with “Medium/Low” specificity and “Frequent” fre-
quency degree to disease “Mal002”. Furthermore, we have associated a complication (infer-
tility) and a NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) test. 
As detailed in the following section, Medical Disease Ontology is the baseline to build 
the medical diagnosis methodology. 
 
Listing 6. Medical Disease Ontology: individual disease example 
<owl:Thing rdf:about="&Symptomatology ;Sin189"> 




   <rdf:type rdf:resource="#Symptom/Sign"/> 
   <refers rdf:resource="&Symptomatology ;Sin189"/> 
   <frequency rdf:resource="#Frequent"/> 




   <rdf:type rdf:resource="#Disease"/> 
   <has_semeiotics rdf:resource="#Sem_fever"/> 
   <has_complication rdf:resource="#Com_infertility"/> 
   <has_clinical_test rdf:resource="#Acc_RMN"/> 
</owl:Thing> 
9.2 Medical Diagnosis Methodology 
9.2.1 Mathematical model to support preliminary diagnosis 
One of the main features supported by ODINO is preliminary medical diagnosis. During 
medical practices, physician submits a query by specifying one or more evidences that may 
be symptoms, signs and/or complications. So, the system evaluates correlation degree among 
incoming query and available diseases by means of an approach based on Information Re-
trieval techniques and FFCA [106]. Furthermore, system is capable to use relations among 
concepts in order to augment query results by using a Description Logic reasoner. 
As described above, Specificity and Frequency are the main features to include or exclude 
diagnosis results. Specifically, a mathematical model of Disease and its correlation with 
Symptom/Sign and Complication may be obtained in order to perform FFCA.  
 




The FFCA, informally, exploits a matrix that represents the fuzzy relation between ob-
jects of the input data (i.e., Diseases) and some attributes (i.e., Symptoms/Signs and Compli-
cations). The relation is calculated by assessing both Frequency and Specificity degree be-
tween Disease, Symptom/Sign and Complication. In particular, the value of relation, μi,j, be-
tween Diseasei and Symptoms/Signsj or Complicationsj is calculated by performing a linear 
combination (a weighted sum) of Specificity and Frequency with parameters λ1 e λ2. These 
parameters consist of constant values chosen based on medical experience, depicted in [104], 
which shows that, during preliminary diagnosis, Frequency is less important than Specificity. 
Formally: 
2121, ),()(   FrequencyySpecificitji  
Taking into account the matrix created according to these criteria, FFCA arrange data in a 
corresponding lattice [106]. Specifically, diseases that share symptoms/signs or complica-
tions are arranged together. As argued, the lattice is used to retrieve concepts closer to the 
incoming query in order to retrieve eligible set of diseases. 
9.2.2 Identification of candidate disease 
In this process the Information Retrieval described in Section 4.2.3 is applied to get a syn-
thetic value which represents how each resource is relevant with respect to the user query. 
The score represents correlation degree between query and available diseases. Then, a 
ranked list of diseases may be retrieved in order to answer to a given query. 
9.3 Case Study 
Actually ODINO is used in INMP and in the Hospital of San Gallicano, Rome.  
Taking into account the experimental results obtained, next subsections detail main fea-
tures of ODINO. ODINO has been tested with dermatological disease knowledge. Defined 
vocabularies include: 700 symptoms/signs; 150 diseases; 125 clinical tests; 260 active ingre-
dients. 
9.3.1 Disease Catalogue Browsing. 
This feature accomplishes the aim to provide rapid training on specific diseases. In fact, 
ODINO knowledge base includes many multimedia information, such as: definition and his-
torical data, etiological agents, disease transmission, large set of pictures revealing specific 
symptomatology, complications, clinical tests and treatment protocols, and so on.  
9.3.2 Preliminary medical diagnosis 
This functionality allows to assist physician during preliminary diagnosis practice. Physi-
cian starts the process by selecting some clinical manifestations (i.e., symptoms, signs and/or 
complications). As shown in Figure 54, ODINO supports selection through two alternative 









Figure 54. Selection of clinical manifestation by mean textual search (with autocomplete) or catego-
ries exploration 
 
The matching algorithm (described in Section 9.2.2) allows the system to retrieve eligible 
diseases. So, taking into account clinical manifestations selected by the user (e.g., Gangrene 
and Physical decay), as highlighted in Figure 55, the system retrieves a ranked list of eligible 
diagnosis. In particular, the system shows correlation degree useful to rank the results 
(Figure 55(a)) and it allows to access to motivations of each result (in Figure 55(b)). 
Result motivations consist of hints to the physicians about distinctive symptomatology of 
retrieved disease. These hints may be useful to suggest eventually escaped factors. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 56, system highlights: submitted symptoms in the request (red 
outlined box) and pathognomonic signs (green outlined box) for the retrieved disease (i.e., in 
the picture “Venereal ulcer”). This is useful information because the presence of a pathog-









Figure 55. Preliminary diagnosis retrieved results: (a) correlation degree, (b) links to motivations of 
results 
In order to validate preliminary diagnosis performed by ODINO, several queries and rel-
evance sets have been defined with physician experts of dermatological diseases. 
In particular, through the analysis of retrieval performance, we have measured: Average 
Uninterpolated Precision (AUP) [107] and Precision. The AUP is defined as the ratio be-
tween the sum of the precision value at each point of hierarchical structure (or node of lat-
tice) where a relevant item appears, and the total number of relevant items.  
The performance for Precision and AUP are shown in Figure 57, considering a different 
number N of the clinical manifestations (e.g., Fever, Headache, Anemia, etc.). Let us note 
that, for N larger than 6, the values of Precision and AUP provide good performance results 
(between 0.7 and 1). Considering these results we can say that knowledge base and method-
ology are enough selective for available diseases. 
 
 
Figure 56. Example of result motivation interface  
 
More generally, by analyzing system usage and physician expectancy, experimental re-
sults reveal that 86% of diseases retrieved by the system are coherent with results expected 
by the physicians; just the remaining 14% of results emerge to be too vague. Specifically, by 
considering wrong results, we have identified that the problem is strictly related to ambigu-
ous clinical manifestations. More precisely, two weakness have been revealed: cases in 
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which huge number of clinical manifestations characterize the same disease (i.e., AIDS); and 
cases in which the same clinical manifestation characterizes many disease with similar Fre-
quency and Specificity degree (i.e., Fever). 
 
 
Figure 57. Performance evaluation on Precision and AUP. 
9.3.3 Faceted search  
ODINO also provides a faceted search of diseases through taxonomy constraints (i.e., 
Symptomatology, etc.). Faceted search is an exploration technique for structured datasets 
based on the facet theory. 
As described in [108], in faceted search the information space is partitioned using orthog-
onal conceptual dimensions of the data. Each dimension is called facet and represents im-
portant disease partitioning feature. The facet has multiple restriction values and the user se-
lects a restriction value to filter relevant items in the information space. The facet based ap-
proach can be directly mapped to navigation in semi-structured data, as well as in Medical 
Diseases Ontology model deployed in ODINO. Specifically, available facets are: symptoms, 
complications, clinical tests and active ingredients. All of these facets are associated with 
controlled vocabulary defined according to the SKOS formalism. 
Obviously, items that ODINO filters step-by-step are diseases. Figure 58 shows an exam-
ple of faceted search in ODINO. The left side of Figure 58 shows constraint “step-by-step” 
selection to filter diseases (constraints are highlighted with box outlined in green color). At 
each step of the facet-based search, the system returns an ordered list of eligible diagnosis 
allowing also further filtering. 
With respect to text based search, a faceted search is more useful because allows naviga-
tion of an unknown dataset through system suggested restriction values at each step. Addi-
tionally, facets provide an intuitive user interface eliminating the need to write exact queries; 
and prevent empty query results by including restriction values that certainly lead to true re-
sults. 
 





Figure 58. An example of faceted search of diseases 
9.4 Related Works 
In the past years, a great deal of artificial intelligence research has been directed towards 
the development of expert systems for problem solving in medical diagnosis domain. As ex-
amples of developed medical expert systems, we mention: Mycin [109], DXplain [110], Puff 
[111], Cadiag2 [112], Gideon [113]and Casnet [114]. In particular, interesting approach is 
used in Cadiag2 that exploits fuzzy set theory to model medical concepts, and fuzzy logic to 
emulate diagnostic processes.  
As argued in [115], [116], fuzzy sets offer linguistic label that well approximate medical 
texts. In addition, fuzzy logic provides reasoning methods capable of making approximate 
inference [117], [118]. So, fuzzy set theory provides appropriate basis for the development 
of a computer-based diagnosis system [119]. Nevertheless, there are some problems related 
with these expert systems consisting in their limited [120], [121] flexibility, adaptability, ex-
tendibility and cooperation capability. Strictly related to the proposed approach, some works, 
such as [122] and [123], highlight benefits of mashing semantic and fuzzy logic in 
healthcare. Analogously, the proposed approach, ODINO exploits: Semantic Web formalism 
to represent fuzzy relations between diseases and symptomatologies; and soft computing 
techniques to arrange diseases that share these relations. 
Conversely, solutions like MEDBOLI [124] and ODDIN [125] use Semantic Web Tech-
nologies to develop a software that allows users to make diagnosis. In fact, since in medical 
discipline homogeneity of terminology is mostly problematic, the semantic technologies can 
be exploited to make known machine-readable latent relationships [126]. Ontologies allow 
users to understand meaning of each element, and improve reasoning [127], [128]. Regard-
ing efforts which apply semantic techniques, initiatives such as OpenGalen [129] should be 
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mentioned, a not-for-profit organization which provides downloadable open source medical 
terminology. Other initiatives include, for example, OBO Foundries [130], a collaborative 
experiment among developers of science-based ontologies. Within the scope of this research 
there are many resources in use such as Biological Ontologies [131], Ontology-based Sup-
port for Human Disease Study and Medical Ontologies to support human disease research 
and control [132], “relations in biomedical ontologies” [133], and SNOMED CT, a concept-
oriented controlled vocabulary [134]. 
However, today, semantic annotation of Web content with metadata is not very common 
on health websites, but it is sometimes mandated by, e.g., government standards. The annota-
tion processes are often tedious and require capability in the use of large vocabularies, such 
as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)38. In this perspective, one of the major contribution of 
ODINO is that diseases are semantically annotated by using typical standards and controlled 
vocabularies of medical domain, as well as ICD9. These standards are exploited in order to 
provide feature of faceted based navigation of diseases. Furthermore, thanks to the benefits 
of semantic technologies usage (flexibility and configurability of the system), faceted navi-
gation supports multi-criteria selection to discover right diseases. In this sense, ODINO was 
inspired by previous semantic portals such as SWED [105], the MultimediaN E-culture de-
monstrator [134] and HealthFinland [135]. Another contribution of ODINO is the definition 
of sharable Medical Disease Ontology model capable to represent relation degree between 
disease and symptoms coming from statistical analysis included in the book [104]. 
9.5 Conclusion  
This chapter presents a project named ODINO, an ontology based web application that 
provides features to daily support medical practices. In particular, ODINO exploits Semantic 
Web formalisms in order to model medical knowledge. On the other hand, Fuzzy Formal 
Concept Analysis and ontology inference are applied to support preliminary medical diagno-
sis.  
The availability of rich set of multimedia information allows to provide rapid training fea-
ture. Moreover, thanks to the semantic modeling of knowledge base, a faceted search of dis-
eases has been developed.  
Benefits deriving from the applied approach are especially related to the reusability of the 
knowledge layer, scalability and flexibility of the main features, like as faceted search.  
Future works are related to introduce support to improve the exploitation of multimedia 
information, available in the knowledge base, during faceted search and preliminary diagno-
sis.  




Chapter  10 
Con clu s ion  an d Fu tu re  Work 
This chapter closes the thesis work by describing a short summary. Furthermore, Section 
10.2 describes future challenges. 
10.1 Summary 
This research work addresses methodology for automatic knowledge extraction taking in-
to account text corpus (e.g., file txt, pdf, etc.). In particular, extracted knowledge has been 
translated into an ontology artifact by using semantic web formalism, such as: OWL and 
RDF. This is obtained by defining methodology of Ontology Extraction in order to map 
Fuzzy Lattice into the ontology structure. Furthermore, this methodology has been extended 
and applied to different research objectives: Semantic Annotation, Information Retrieval and 
Faceted Browsing. The methodologies defined exploit common sense knowledge, i.e. Wik-
ipedia and Wordnet.  
These methodologies have been applied to different case study. Specifically: 
 Ontology/Taxonomy Extraction: to conceptualize content included in RSS feeds 






 Information Retrieval: applied to build a search engine of RSS Feed in the con-
text of e-learning, and a medical diagnosis system in order to support disease dis-
covery starting from symptoms and signs. 
 Facet Browsing: applied to support general web resources organization and User 
Generated Content (UGC) in order to support the enterprise competency man-
agement. 
 Semantic Annotation: applied to the annotation plain text, but the framework is 
applicable to other types of multimedia resources. 
10.2 Future Work 
In order to address interoperability and evolution of the extracted knowledge models, the 
future challenges go in the following directions: 
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 Ontology alignment. Study, definition and development of the approaches for ex-
tracting approximate matching in order to harmonize heterogeneous ontology 
conceptualization. The result of a matching operation is the evaluation of relation 
between two ontologies. Concepts matching enable us to augment knowledge 
discovery performances.  
 Ontology Merging. Study, definition and development of the approach s to create 
ontology from two or more source ontologies. The new ontology will unify and 
in general replace the original source ontologies. By the merging of the concepts 
ontology, we intend to support knowledge Extraction applications through reduc-
tion of redundancy.  
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